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1. INTRODUCTION AND HISTORY
An affine connection is one of the basic objects of interest in differential
geometry. It provides a simple and invariant way of transferring information
from one point of a connected manifold M to another and, not surprisingly,
enjoys lots of applications in many branches of mathematics, physics, and
mechanics. Among the most informative characteristics of an affine connection
is its (restricted) holonomy group which is defined, up to conjugacy, as the
subgroup of Aut(TpM) consisting of all automorphisms of the tangent
space TpM at p # M induced by parallel translations along p-based loops
in M.
The irreducible holonomy problem which we shall investigate in this
article is the following.
Given a finite dimensional vector space V, which are the
irreducible (closed) Lie subgroups H/Aut(V) that can occur as
the holonomy group of a torsion free affine connection?
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The condition of torsion freeness is an integrability condition which
makes this problem non-trivial; namely, by a result of Hano and Ozeki
[HO], any (closed) Lie subgroup H/Aut(V) can be realized as the
holonomy of an affine connection on some manifold M (with torsion, in
general).
The notion of the holonomy group was introduced by E . Cartan in 1923
[Car2, Car4]. He used this invariant in order to investigate manifolds of
dimensions 2 or 3 with a prescribed holonomy group. Also, in [Car3], he
showed that for a symmetric space, the holonomy and the isotropy group
coincide up to connected components. Thus, the holonomy problem
contains the classification of irreducible symmetric spaces as a ‘‘sub-problem.’’
This classification has been completed by Cartan in the Riemannian [Car3]
and by Berger in the general case [Ber2].
In the 1950s, the concept of holonomy became the subject of further
investigation. Following the work of Borel and Lichnerowicz [BL] and
Nijenhuis [N1, N2], an important result, the AmbroseSinger Holonomy
Theorem, characterized the Lie algebra of the holonomy group in terms of
the curvature of the connection [AS].
Using this result, Berger established a purely algebraic necessary condi-
tion which the Lie algebra of the holonomy group must satisfy [Ber1].
This condition is called Berger’s criterion, and a subgroup H/Aut(V) satisfy-
ing this criterion is called a Berger subgroup. Therefore, the holonomy problem
splits into two parts:
1. Classify all irreducible Berger subgroups H/Aut(V).
2. Decide for each Berger subgroup if it can occur as a holonomy
group.
While the first problem is purely algebraic, the second is analytic in
nature. Berger then proceeded to classify all (pseudo-) Riemannian Berger
algebras, i.e., the holonomies of Levi-Civita connections of (pseudo-)
Riemannian metrics. (In the non-definite case, there were some slight errors
which were later corrected by Bryant [Br4].) Berger also gave a list of
further Berger algebras; this final part of his classification, however, turned
out to be incomplete.
It was in particular the list of possible Riemannian connections which
received a tremendous amount of attention during the following decades.
First, it turns out that the list of non-symmetric Riemannian holonomies is
contained in (in fact, is almost equal to) the list of transitive group actions
on spheres [MoSa1, MoSa2, Bo1, Bo2]. This was later shown directly by
Simons [Si].
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The solution of problem 2, i.e., the existence of torsion free connections,
for all Riemannian Berger algebras was finally settled in 1986. As it turns
out, all Riemannian Berger algebras do occur as holonomies on some
Riemannian manifold Min fact, on some closed M. These results are due
to the efforts of many mathematicians, e.g., Calabi [Cal], Yau [Y],
Alekseevskii [A], Bryant [Br1, Br2], Joyce [J]. For surveys on the
holonomies of Riemannian manifolds and many interesting interrelations
between the holonomy and the geometry and topology of the underlying
manifold M, see the books by Besse [Bes] and Salamon [Sa].
One of the most effective methods to solve problem 2 was Bryant’s
approach to describe torsion free connections with a given holonomy
group as solutions to an exterior differential system [Br2], and then to use
CartanKa hler theory [BCG3] to prove the local existence of such connec-
tions. This method turned out to be applicable for many holonomy groups
and enabled Bryant to show that all pseudo-Riemannian Berger groups do
occur as holonomies at least locally [Br4].
Bryant also found several new examples of Berger groups, called exotic
holonomies, and showed the local existence of connections with these holo-
nomies [Br3, Br4, Br5]. Global properties of some of these exotic holonomies
are discussed in [Sc1, Sc2]. Further exotic holonomies were found in
[CS].
An important application of connections with irreducible holonomies
was given by Merkulov [Me1, Me2, Me3, Me4]. He showed that certain
moduli of compact complex homogeneous Legendre manifolds of a complex
contact manifold carry a natural torsion free connection. In fact, in the
holomorphic category, every torsion free connection can be realized canoni-
cally as such a moduli. Moreover, this approach gave a new and efficient
way to determine if a given subgroup H/Aut(V) is Berger. Indeed, several
new Berger groups were determined by that method [CMS1, CMS2,
MeSc1]. While the occurance of these groups as holonomies can be shown
in principle using exterior differential systems as well, the proofs in [CMS1,
CMS2] rely on a different method using certain quadratic deformations of
Poisson structures on some Lie algebra. This method also reveals some
more global properties of these connections.
Finally, in [MeSc1, MeSc2], a complete classification of irreducible
Berger groups was given. That is, the new examples discovered there com-
plete the list of Berger groups. Thus, the holonomy problem for irreducible
connected holonomy groups is completely solved.
A Berger subgroup H/Aut(V) is called symmetric if every torsion free
connection with holonomy H is locally symmetric; otherwise, it is called
non-symmetric. Since the classification of symmetric spaces is classically
known [Car3, Ber2], we shall state the classification of non-symmetric
Berger algebras only.
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Moreover, the behaviour of Berger groups under complexification is well
understood (cf. Section 3.1); thus, it is not hard to obtain the list of all real
Berger groups from the list of complex ones. The latter can be charac-
terized as follows.
Theorem 1.1. Let V be a finite dimensional complex vector space, let
HC /Aut(V) be an irreducible semi-simple complex connected Lie subgroup,
and let K/HC be a maximal compact subgroup. Then the following
holds.
1. If there is an irreducible hermitean symmetric space of the form
M=G(U(1) } K), then both HC and (C* IdV) } HC are non-symmetric Berger
groups.
2. If there is an irreducible quaternionic symmetric space of the form
M=G(Sp(1) } K), then HC is a non-symmetric Berger group. If dim V=4
then (C* IdV) } HC is also a non-symmetric Berger group.
3. 1 and 2 yield all complex non-symmetric Berger groups, with the
following exceptions:
(a) HC =SL(2, C) } Sp(n, C)/Aut(C2C2n), n2,
(b) HC =GC2 /Aut(C
7),
(c) HC =Spin(7, C)/Aut(C8).
Here, we use the standard notation G } H=(G_H)1 for some finite
group 1.
The original classification proof in [MeSc1] was based on the combina-
tion of two quite different methods. One of them relied on classical repre-
sentation theory, using root and weight arguments, similarly to Berger’s
original treatment of the problem in [Ber1]; the other used the twistor
construction from [Me2] to determine whether or not certain subgroups
are Berger.
The main purpose of this article is to give a simplified proof of the
classification which relies on the use of classical representation theory only,
and to present the various methods that are involved in the construction
of these connections in a uniform way.
In the category of holomorphic connections, it seems also possible to
obtain a proof which relies solely on the twistor theoretic approach and
which might thus be complementary to the present paper.
While the classification in [MeSc1] was stated in terms of explicit lists,
it was Ziller who noticed the close relation between these lists and the
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isotropies of symmetric spaces which allows us to state the classification
result in the more elegant form of Theorem 1.1.
We list the irreducible non-symmetric complex Berger groups in Table I
and the remaining irreducible non-symmetric real Berger groups in
Table II. Also, for the sake of completeness, we shall list the complex
symmetric Berger subgroups in Table III. These are those Berger groups for
which there is a symmetric space GK such that the complexification of K
is not on the previous lists. In fact, our method also yields a new classifica-
tion proof of symmetric spaces with simple holonomy.
Let us conclude this introduction with some remarks. First, it would
be highly desirable to find a direct proof of Theorem 1.1. One direction,
namely that to each such symmetric space there is a corresponding
holonomy group, is relatively easy to see (cf. Section 3.2.3 for the
holonomies corresponding to quaternionic symmetric spaces). However;
there is no known conceptual proof of the converse, i.e., of the fact that
to each holonomy representation there is a corresponding symmetric
space.
Second, there is another remarkable property of the complex holonomy
representations. Namely, all of these have a hermitean symmetric space
as their sky. However, there is no conceptual proof of this fact, either,
though this observation was important for the discovery of a number of
irreducible holonomy groups via the twistor approach [CMS1, CMS2,
MeSc1].
The structure of this paper is as follows. In Section 2, we give some
preliminary facts on representation theory and Spencer cohomology
which will be needed in the following chapters. In Section 3, the core of
this paper, we discuss several examples of Berger groups and proceed
to give the new proof of the classification. In Section 4, we briefly
summarize two methods to construct torsion free connections with
prescribed holonomy, namely the method of Bryant via exterior
differential systems, and the method from [CMS1, CMS2] which is
universal for symplectic holonomies and which relies on deformations
of Poisson structures. Finally, in Section 5, we briefly describe the twis-
tor construction of Merkulov which realizes any holomorphic torsion
free connection with irreducible holonomy group as the moduli of com-
pact complex Legendre submanifolds of a complex contact manifold
[Me2].
This article represents a revised and extended version of the author’s
Habilitationsschrift [Sc3]. It is a pleasure to thank D. Alekseevskii,
L. Berard-Bergery, R. Bryant, V. Corte s, S. Merkulov, H.-B. Rademacher,
and W. Ziller for many fruitful discussions and valuable comments. The
author also gladly acknowledges partial support by Grant 313-ARC-XI-
9795 from the DAAD.
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TABLE II
List of Irreducible Real Non-symmetric Berger Subgroups
Complexification
No. Real form H of ZC } HC V Restrictions
1 TR } SL(n, C) [A # Mn(C) | A=A*] n3
TR } SL(n, R) } SL(m, R) Rn Rm nm2, nm{4
TR } SL(n, H) } SL(m, H) Hn  H Hm nm1, nm{1
TC } SL(n, C) } SL(m, C) Cn Cm nm2, nm{4
2 TR } SL(n, R) Rn n2
TR } SL(n, H) Hn n1
TC } SL(n, C) Cn n2
U( p, q) Cp+q p+q2
SU( p, q) Cp+q p+q2, pq{1
C* } SU( p, q) C2 p+q=2
H* } SU( p, q) C2 p+q=2
3 TR } SL(n, R) 42Rn n5
TC } SL(n, C) 42Cn n5
TR } SL(n, H) [A # Mn(H) | A=A*] n3
4 TR } SL(n, R) x2 Rn n3
TC } SL(n, C) x2 Cn n3
TR } SL(n, H) [A # Mn(H) | A=&A*] n2
5 TR } SO( p, q) Rp+q p+q3
TC } SO(n, C) Cn n3
6 TR } Spin(5, 5) 2+(5, 5)
TR } Spin(1, 9) 2+(1, 9)
TC } Spin(10, C) (2+10)
C
7 TR } E16 R
27
TR } E46 R
27
TC } EC6 C
27
8 SL(2, R) } SO( p, q) R2 R p+q p+q3
Sp(1) } SO(n, H) Hn n2
9 Sp(n, R) R2n n2
R* } Sp(2, R) R4
Sp( p, q) Hp+q p+q2
10 TR } SL(2, R) x3 R2
11 Sp(3, R) R14/43R6
12 SL(6, R) 43R6
SU(1, 5) [| # 43 C6 | V |=|]
SU(3, 3) [| # 43 C6 | V |=|]
13 Spin(2, 10) 2+(2, 10)
Spin(6, 6) 2+(6, 6)
Spin(6, H) 2H6
14 E57 R
56
E77 R
56
15 SL(2, R) } Sp(n, R) R2 R2n n2
Sp(1) } Sp( p, q) Hp+q p+q2
16 G2 R
7
G$2 R
7
17 Spin(7) R8
Spin(4, 3) R8
Note. TF denotes any connected subgroup of F*. H*=[et(*+i) | t # R]/C* for *>0.
x p V denotes the symmetric tensors of V of degree p.
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2. PRELIMINARY FACTS AND RESULTS
2.1. Holonomy Groups and Holonomy Algebras
Let M be a smooth connected n-manifold and let { be an affine connec-
tion on M, i.e. a connection on the tangent bundle TM. Fix a point p # M
and let
Lp=[#: [0, 1]  M | #(0)=#(1)= p]
be the set of piecewise smooth loops based at p, and let L0p /Lp be those
loops which are homotopic to the trivial loop.
For # # Lp , denote by P# : TpM  TpM the linear automorphism
induced by {-parallel translations along #. The holonomy of { at p # M is
defined as the subset
Holp :=[P# | # # Lp]/Aut(TpM),
and the restricted holonomy is given by
Hol0p :=[P# | # # L
0
p]/Holp .
Some of the basic properties of these groups are (see, e.g., [Bes, KoNo])
1. Hol0p is the connected component of Holp .
2. If ?: M  M is the universal cover and { is the lift of { to M , then
Holp~ $Hol0p , where ?( p~ )= p. Thus, by lifting the connection to the universal
cover, we may assume that the holonomy group is connected.
3. Hol0p is a closed Lie subgroup of Aut(TpM); its Lie algebra holp /
End(TpM) is called the holonomy algebra at p.
4. Holp $Holq , with an isomorphism being induced by parallel transla-
tion along any path from p to q. Thus, if one fixes a linear isomorphism @:
TpM  V, where V is a fixed vector space of the appropriate dimension,
then the conjugacy class of @(Holp)/Aut(V) does not depend on the choice
of p # M or @.
By a slight abuse of terminology, we refer to the conjugacy class of
Hol :=@(Holp)/Aut(V) (respectively, Hol0 :=@(Hol0p)/Aut(V)) as the
holonomy group (respectively, restricted holonomy group) of {. The Lie
algebra hol/End(V) of Hol/Aut(V) is called the holonomy algebra of {.
To an affine connection { we can associate two tensors, the torsion and
the curvature, which are given by the formulae
Torp(x, y)={XY&{Y X&[X, Y] (1)
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and
Rp(x, y) z={X{YZ&{Y{X Z&{[X, Y] Z. (2)
Here, x, y, z # Tp M and X, Y, Z are vector fields with Xp=x, Yp= y
and Zp=z.
We shall from now on assume that { is torsion free; i.e., Tor#0. Then
it is easy to show that the curvature satisfies the first and second Bianchi
identity; i.e.,
R(x, y) z+R( y, z) x+R(z, x) y=0 (3)
and
({xR)( y, z)+({yR)(z, x)+({zR)(x, y)=0 (4)
for all x, y, z # TpM.
A remarkable link between the curvature and the holonomy algebra has
been given by the
AmbroseSinger Holonomy Theorem [AS]. Let { be an affine
connection on M and let p # M. Then the holonomy algebra at p is given by
holp=([(P#R)(x, y) | x, y # Tp M, # a path with end point p]) ,
where (P#R)(x, y) :=P# } R(P&1# x, P
&1
# y) } P
&1
# .
It is obvious that P#R also satisfies the first Bianchi identity (3). This
algebraic description of the holonomy algebra was used by Berger [Ber1]
to develop the following necessary condition for a Lie subalgebra to be the
holonomy of a torsion free connection.
Let V be a vector space and h/End(V) a Lie subalgebra. We define the
space of formal curvature maps
K(h) :=[R # 42V*h | R(x, y) z+R( y, z) x+R(z, x) y=0
for all x, y, z # V]
and the space of formal curvature derivatives
K1(h) :=[, # V*K(h) | ,(x)( y, z)+,( y)(z, x)+,(z)(x, y)=0
for all x, y, z # V].
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We also let h

:=[R(x, y) | R # K(h), x, y # V]/h. Evidently, h

Ih. Note
that K(h) and K 1(h) are defined by the exact sequences
0  K(h)  42V*h  43V*V (5)
and
0  K2(h)  V*K(h)  43V*h, (6)
where in each case, the last map is given by the composition of the natural
inclusion and the skew-symmetrization map; i.e., 42V*h/42V*
V*V  43V*V in the first and V*K(h)/V*42V*h 
43V*h in the second case.
From (3) it follows that P#R # K(holp) for all paths # with end point p;
hence the AmbroseSinger Holonomy Theorem implies that holp=holp .
Moreover, from (4) it follows that the map x [ {x R lies in K1(holp). Thus,
if K1(holp)=0 then {R#0; i.e., the connection is locally symmetric. These
facts motivate the following definition.
Definition 2.1. A Lie subalgebra h/End(V) is called a Berger algebra
if h

=h. A Berger algebra h/End(V) is called symmetric if K1(h)=0 and
non-symmetric otherwise.
A Lie subgroup H/Aut(V) is called a (symmetric, respectively non-sym-
metric) Berger group if its Lie algebra h/End(V) is a (symmetric, respectively
non-symmetric) Berger algebra.
In the literature, the two criteria for a non-symmetric Berger algebra are
usually referred to as Berger’s first and second criterion. Our discussion
from above now yields the following.
Proposition 2.2 [Ber1]. Let H/Aut(V) be a Lie subgroup which
occurs as the holonomy group of a torsion free affine connection on some
manifold M. Then H must be a Berger group. If the connection is not locally
symmetric, then H must be a non-symmetric Berger group.
We shall often utilize the following simple
Lemma 2.3. If h/End(V) is an irreducible Berger algebra, and if K(h)
is a trivial h-module, then h is symmetric.
Proof. Without loss of generality, we may assume that dim V>2. Suppose
K(h) is a trivial h-module. Then K1(h)/V*K(h) is a submodule and thus,
since V is irreducible, we have K1(h)=V*W for some subspace W/K(h).
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Suppose there is a 0{R # W. Pick independent elements x, y, z # V such that
R(x, y){0, and define ,: V  W such that ,(x)=,( y)=0 and ,(z)=R.
Then it follows that ,  K1(h) which is a contradiction.
Therefore, W=0, i.e., K1(h)=0, and thus h is symmetric. K
2.2. Spencer Cohomology
We shall briefly summarize the construction of the Spencer complex for
a Lie subalgebra h/End(V). For a more detailed exposition, we refer the
interested reader to [G, O] and [Br4].
Let V be a finite dimensional vector space over F. We let A p, q(V) :=
x
p V*4qV*. This space can be thought of as the space of q-forms on V
with values in the space of homogeneous polynomials on V of degree p.
Exterior differentiation thus yields a map $: A p, q(V)  A p&1, q+1(V),
which makes A* , *(V)=p, q0 A p, q(V) into a bigraded complex. Likewise,
p, q0 (VA p, q(V)) becomes a bigraded complex by the maps
$V :=IdV $.
Let h/End(V)$V*V be a subalgebra. The k th prolongation of h,
denoted by h(k) for an integer k, is defined by the formulae h(&1)=V,
h(0)=h, and
h(k)=$&1V (h
(k&1) V*).
That is,
h(k)=(hxk V*) & (V xk+1 V*),
where we use exterior differentiation $: xk+1 V*  V*xk V* to regard
both h xk V* and Vxk+1 V* as subspaces of VV*xk V*. Alter-
natively, we can define h(k) inductively by h(&1)=V, h (0)=h, and the exact
sequence
0  h(k)  h(k&1) V*  h(k&2)42V*. (7)
For example,
h(1)=[: # V*h | :(x) y=:( y) x for all x, y # V].
Furthermore, we define the Spencer complex of h to be (C p, q(h), $) with
C p, q(h)=h( p&1) 4q(V*)/Vx p V*4qV*=VA p, q(V).
It is not hard to see that $V (C p, q(h))/C p&1, q+1(h), and thus, (C p, q(h), $)
is indeed a complex. Its cohomology groups H p, q(h) are called the Spencer
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cohomology groups of h. The lower corner of this bigraded complex takes
the form
b b
h(2) h(2) V* } } }
z z
h(1) h(1) V* h(1)42V* } } }
z z z
h hV* h42V* h43V* } } }
z z z z
V VV* V42V* V43V* } } }
It is worth pointing out that all of these spaces are h-modules in an obvious
way and that all maps are h-equivariant. Thus, the Spencer cohomology
groups are h-modules as well. Also, note that K(h) is the kernel of the map $:
C1, 2(h)  C0, 3(h), and hence, we have the exact sequence
0  h(2)  h(1) V*  K(h)  H 1, 2(h)  0, (8)
where the second map is given by R:,(x, y)=,(x) :( y)&,( y) :(x) for
:, # h(1)V*.
If we assume that h/End(V) acts irreducibly, then there are only very
few possibilities for which h(1){0. These subalgebras have been classified
by Cartan [Car1] and Kobayashi and Nagano [KoNa]. The result is
TABLE IV
List of Irreducible Complex Matrix Lie Groups H with h(1){0
Group H Representation V h(1) h(2) H1, 2(h)
1 SL(n, C) Cn, n2 (Vx2 V*)0 (Vx3 V*)0 x2 V*
2 GL(n, C) Cn, n1 Vx2 V* Vx3 V* 0
3 GL(n, C) x2 Cn, n2 V* 0 0
4 GL(n, C) 42Cn, n5 V* 0 0
5 GL(m, C) } GL(n, C) CmCn, m, n2 V* 0 0
6 Sp(n, C) C2n, n2 x3 V* x4 V* 0
7 C* } Sp(n, C) C2n, n2 x3 V* x4 V* 0
8 CO(n, C) Cn, n3 V* 0 Wa
9 C* } Spin(10, C) C16 V* 0 0
10 C* } EC6 C
27 V* 0 0
a W denotes the space of formal Weyl curvatures (see, e.g., [Bes]).
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listed in Table IV for complex Lie algebras. The Spencer cohomologies
H1, 2(h) of these Lie algebras are well known. (See, e.g., [Br4, MeSc1],
who use considerably different techniques for the calculations.)
2.3. H-Structures, Intrinsic Torsion, and Intrinsic Curvature
As before, let M be a smooth connected (real or complex) manifold of
dimension n. Let ?: F  M be the coframe bundle of M; i.e., each u # F is
a linear isomorphism u: T?(u)M[V, where V is a fixed n-dimensional (real
or complex) vector space. Then F is naturally a principal right Aut(V)-
bundle over M, where the right action Rg : F  F is defined by Rg(u)=
g&1 b u. The tautological 1-form % on F with values in V is defined by
%(!)=u(?
*
(!)) for ! # TuF. For %, we have the Aut(V)-equivariance
Rg*(%)= g&1%. (9)
Let H/Aut(V) be a closed Lie subgroup and let h/End(V) be the Lie
algebra of H. An H-structure on M is, by definition, an H-subbundle
F/F. For any H-structure, we will denote the restrictions of ? and % to
F by the same letters. Given A # h we define the vector field A
*
on F by
(A
*
)u=
d
dt
(Rexp(tA)(u))| t=0 .
The vector fields A
*
are called the fundamental vertical vector fields on
F. It is evident that ?
*
(A
*
)=0 and thus %(A
*
)=0 for all A # h; in fact,
[A
*
| A # h]=ker(?
*
). Moreover, for A, B # h we have [A
*
, B
*
]=[A, B]
*
.
For a given H-structure ?: F  M, we define the vector bundles h (k)F :=
F_H h(k), C p, qF :=F_H C
p, q(h) and H p, q :=F_H H p, q(h). Note that
hF :=h (0)F is a subbundle of T*MTM, and that h
&1
F =TM. The boundary
maps of the Spencer complex induce bundle maps $ p, qF : C
p, q
F  C
p&1, q+1
F
whose kernels we denote by Z p, qF . In particular, we let K(hF) :=Z
1, 2
F .
A connection on F is a h-valued 1-form | on F satisfying the conditions
|(A
*
)=A for all A # h, and
(10)
Rh*(|)=h&1|h for all h # H.
Given a connection |, its torsion 3 is the V-valued 2-form given by
3=d%+|7 %. (11)
From (9), (10), and (11) it follows that
Rh*3=h&13, (12)
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and hence, 3 induces a section Tor of the bundle Z0, 2F =4
2T*MTM.
Note that Tor coincides with the torsion tensor given in (1). | is called
torsion free if 3=0. Using the natural projection map p: Z0, 2F  H
0, 2
F , we
obtain a section { :=p(3) of H 0, 2F .
Now let |$ be another connection on F with torsion 3 $. From (10) it
follows that : :=|$&| is an h-valued 1-form with :(A
*
)=0 and Rh*:=
h&1:h, and hence, : induces a section :

of hF T*M. Note that the section
$1, 1F (:
) of Z0, 2F =4
2T*MTM is induced by the section : 7 %. But for the
torsion, we have 3 $=3+: 7 %, and hence p(3&3 $)= p($1, 1F (:
))=0, i.e.,
the section {= p(3) is independent of the choice of |. This motivates the
following terminology.
Definition 2.4. Let ?: F  M be an H-structure. Then the vector
bundle H 0, 2F is called the intrinsic torsion bundle of F, and the section { of
H0, 2F defined by any connection is called the intrinsic torsion of F. Moreover,
F is called torsion free or 1-flat if its intrinsic torsion { vanishes.
It is then obvious that F admits a torsion free connection iff F is torsion
free, and moreover, that the difference of two torsion free connections is
given by a section of h (1)F . In particular, if h
(1)=0 then F admits at most
one torsion free connection.
Suppose now that F is torsion free and let | be a torsion free connection
on F; i.e.,
d%+| 7 %=0.
Exterior differentiation yields the first Bianchi identity
0 7 %=0, (13)
where
0 :=d|+|7 |
is the curvature 2-form of |. Then Rh*0=h&10h for all h # H, and hence
0 induces a section R of 42T*MhF . Note that R coincides with the
curvature tensor given in (2). Moreover, (13) implies that $1, 2(R)=0.
Therefore, R is a section of K(hF)=Z1, 2F and thus induces a section
\ :=p(R) of H 1, 2F where again, p: K(hF)  H
1, 2
F is the natural projection.
Now let |$ be another torsion free connection on F; i.e., : :=|&|$
satisfies : 7 %=0, or, equivalently, the induced section :

of T*MhF
satisfies $1, 1(:

)=0. If we denote the curvature sections of | and |$ by R
and R$, respectively, then an easy calculation shows that
R$=R+d:

+:

7 :

.
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It is now straightforward to verify that the map
,: TM  h(1)
(14)
X [ {X :
+:

(X) :

is well defined and satisfies
$2, 1(,)=d:

+:

7 :

, (15)
and thus the section \ :=pr(R) of H 1, 2F is independent of the choice of the
torsion free connection.
Definition 2.5. Let ?: F  M be a torsion free H-structure. The
section \ of H 1, 2F defined above is called the intrinsic curvature of F.
Moreover, if \#0 then F is called 2-flat. F is called locally flat if there
exists a torsion free connection on F whose curvature vanishes.
Evidently, local flatness implies 2-flatness. The converse is not true in
general; indeed, F is 2-flat iff for any p # M, there exists a torsion free
connection on F whose curvature vanishes at p.
In general, an H-structure F is called k-flat if for every p # M there is a
torsion free connection on F whose curvature vanishes at p up to (k&1) st
order. One can show that the obstruction for F to be k-flat is represented
by a section of H k, 2F . We shall not give the precise definition, but refer the
interested reader to [Br2] for details.
2.4. A Brief Review of Representation Theory
In this section, we shall give a brief outline of standard facts of represen-
tation theory of complex semi-simple Lie algebras. For a more detailed
exposition, see, e.g, [FH] or [Hu].
Let g be a semi-simple complex Lie algebra and G the associated simply
connected Lie group, and let t/g be a Cartan subalgebra, i.e., a maximal
abelian self-normalizing subalgebra. The rank of g is by definition rk(g) :=
dim t.
If \: g  End(V) is a representation of g on a complex vector space V,
then for any * # t* we define the weight space V* by
V*=[v # V | \(h) v=*(h) v for all h # t].
An element * # t* is called a weight of V if V* {0. We let 8/g* be the set
of weights of \, and thus have the decomposition
V= 
* # 8
V* .
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In particular, if V=g and \ is the adjoint representation, then we get the
Cartan decomposition
g=t 
: # 2
g: ;
i.e., t is the weight space of weight 0, and 2/t* is the set of non-zero
weights. 2 is called the set of roots or the root system of g. It is well known
that dim g:=1 for all : # 2.
For each root system 2, there is a subset S=[:1 , ..., :r]/2 where
r=rk(g), called a system of simple roots, with the property that every : # 2
may be expressed as a linear combination :=ri=1 a i: i with either ai0
for all i, or ai0 for all i. Then : is called a positive, respectively a negative
root, and the sets of positive and negative roots are denoted by 2\. Thus,
2=2+ _ 2&.
For any root : # 2, there is a unique element H: # [g: , g&:]/t such
that :(H:)=2. If S=[:1 , ..., :r] is the set of simple roots, then the
associated set [H:1 , ..., H:r] forms a basis of t. Its dual basis [*1 , ..., *r] of
t* is called the set of fundamental weights. The lattice 4/t* generated by
this basis is called the (integral ) weight lattice. It is well known that 8/4
for any representation \. The lattice 6 generated by 2 is called the root
lattice. Evidently, 6/4, and moreover, the quotient 46 is isomorphic to
the center of the simply connected Lie group G associated to g.
Let 4+ :=[* # 4 | *=ri=1 ai *i with ai0] be the set of dominant
weights. Note that ai=*i (H:i ). If \: g  End(V) is an irreducible represen-
tation then there exists a unique weight *0 # 4+, called the dominant weight
of \, such that dim V*0=1 and \(g:) V*0=0 for all : # 2
+. Any non-zero
element of V*0 is called a dominant weight vector. In fact, the dominant
weight determines the representation \, and thus establishes a one-to-one
correspondence between finite-dimensional irreducible representations of g
and the set 4+.
Given an * # 4 and a root :, we let
(*, :) :=*(H:) # Z.
Note that ( , ) is linear in the first entry only. There is a ad(g)-invariant
symmetric bilinear form B on g, the so-called Killing form, which is given
by B(x, y) :=tr(adx b ady) for all x, y # g. We shall use it to identify g and
g*. With this, we have
(*, :)=
2B(*, :)
B(:, :)
. (16)
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The significance of (*, :) is the following. If * occurs as the weight of an
irreducible representation of g and (*, :) >0 ((*, :)<0, respectively)
then *&k: (*+k:, respectively) is also a weight of that representation for
k=1, ..., |(*, :) |.
For any root : # 2, denote by _: the orthogonal reflection of t* in the
hyperplane perpendicular to :. The Weyl group W of g is the group generated
by all _: . W is always finite. If g is simple then W acts irreducibly on t*.
Moreover, W acts transitively on the set of roots of equal length, and the
set of weights 8 of any irreducible representation is W-invariant.
A weight * # 8 of an irreducible representation \: g  End(V) is called
extremal if it lies in the W-orbit of the dominant weight. Two weights *,
+ # 8 are said to have opposite sign if for all roots : we have (*, :)(+, :)
0. It is known that for every extremal weight * there is always an
extremal weight + of opposite sign.
For any two simple roots :i , :j # S, it turns out that (:i , :j)0. To a
simple basis S, we associate the Dynkin diagram of g by representing each
:i # S as a node and joining the nodes of :i and :j by |(:i , : j) | edges. If
|(:i , :j) |>1 then : i , :j have different lengths, and we draw an arrow from
the longer to the shorter root.
Any integral weight * of g can be graphically represented by inscribing
the integer (*, :i) over the node of the Dynkin diagram corresponding to
:i . In particular, we can represent any irreducible representation \ of g by
inscribing the integers of the dominant weight on the nodes of the Dynkin
diagram of g.
If g is simple, then the adjoint representation \: g  End(g) is irreducible.
Its dominant weight is called the maximal root of g. The following is the
list of all Dynkin diagrams of simple Lie algebras, together with their maximal
roots:
A1 : M
2
1 0 0 0 1
An : MwwMwwM } } } MwwM (n2)
0 1 0 0 0
Bn : MwwMwwM } } } M=====M> (n3)
2 0 0 0 0
Cn : MwwMwwM } } } M=====M< (n2)
0
0 1 0 0 0
M
(n4)Dn : MwwMwwM } } } MwwM 0
M
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1 0 0 0
F4 : MwwM=====M> wwM
0 0 0 0 0
E6 : MwwMwwMwwMwwM
M 1
1 0 0 0 0 0
E7 : MwwMwwMwwMwwMwwM
M 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 1
E8 : MwwMwwMwwMwwMwwMwwM
M 0
1 0
G2 : M####M> (17)
It is worth pointing out that from this list it follows that |(:, ;) |3 for
all roots :, ; # 2, and |(:, ;) |=3 occurs iff g contains g2 as a direct
summand. If this is not the case, then the following conditions hold for
all :, ; # 2:
:+3; is not a root. (18)
|(;, :) |2; if : is a long root then equality holds iff :=\;. (19)
If : is a long root then 2:+; is a root iff ;=&:. (20)
Finally, we shall need the following definition.
Definition 2.6. Two representations \1 , \2 : g  End(V) are called
conjugate if their images \i (g)/End(V) are conjugate to each other.
It is then well known that two representations are conjugate to each
other iff there is an isomorphism @: g  g such that \1 and \2 b @ are equiv-
alent representations. In terms of the Dynkin diagram notation this means
that two representations are conjugate if their coefficients coincide after
possibly applying a symmetry of the corresponding Dynkin diagram.
Thus, in the context of the holonomy problem we only need to classify
the representations up to conjugacy.
Definition 2.7. Let V be a complex vector space and let G/Aut(V)
be an irreducible complex Lie subgroup with corresponding Lie algebra
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g/End(V). Then the sky of G is X :=G } x0 /V, where x0 is a dominant
weight vector. The projectivized sky is the subset X :=?(X )/P(V), where
?: V"[0]  P(V) is the natural projection.
It is well known that for any irreducible complex G/Aut(V) the projec-
tivized sky is a compact complex homogeneous space and can be written
as X=GP where P/G is a parabolic subgroup. [BasE]
3. IRREDUCIBLE BERGER ALGEBRAS
3.1. Real Berger Algebras
In this section we shall use the following notation: if W is a complex
vector space, then we denote the Lie algebras of real and complex endo-
morphisms of W by EndR (W) and EndC (W), respectively.
Let V be a finite dimensional real vector space, and let h/EndR (V) be
a real Lie subalgebra. We denote their complexifications by VC :=VR C
and hC :=hR C. Then obviously, hC /EndC (VC ), and by complexifying
the exact sequences (5) and (6), we obtain
K(hC )=K(h)R C and K1(hC )=K1(h)R C.
In particular, h/EndR (V) is a (symmetric, respectively non-symmetric)
Berger algebra iff hC /EndC (VC ) is.
Let us now assume that h/EndR (V) is irreducible. Then there are two
cases to be distinguished.
If h is absolutely irreducible, i.e. hC /EndC (VC ) is also irreducible, then
from the above it follows that h is a Berger algebra iff hC is an irreducible
Berger algebra.
Next, suppose that h is not absolutely irreducible; i.e., hC /EndC (VC ) is
not irreducible. This happens iff there is a complex structure J on V which
commutes with the elements of h. That is, h/EndC (V) w.r.t. this complex
structure J. In this case, VC =WW decomposes into two irreducible
hC -submodules of equal dimension given by
W=[x+iJx | x # V] and W =[x&iJx | x # V].
Let h1 :=[A # h | JA # h]. Then h1 Ih, and J induces a complex Lie
algebra structure on h1 ; (h1)C can be written as the direct sum of complex
Lie algebras (h1)C =h+1 h
&
1 with
h+1 =[A+iJA | A # h1] and h
&
1 =[A&iJA | A # h1].
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Let R # K(hC ). Then for u, v # W and w # W the first Bianchi identity
implies that R(u, v) w =0. Since this is true for all w # W , it follows that
R(u, v) # h+1 . Likewise, for u , v # W , we have R(u , v ) # h
&
1 .
Next, for any R # K(hC ) the first Bianchi identity also implies that
R(u , v) w=R(u , w) v for all u # W , v, w # W. Thus, we have a map
W  (hC |W) (1) u [ R(u , ).
If (hC |W)(1)=0 then this implies that R(W, W )=0, and hence by the
above, R(VC , VC )/h+1 h
&
1 =(h1)C for all R # K(hC ), that is, h

C /(h1)C .
Hence hC is not Berger unless h1=h; i.e., h is a complex Lie algebra which
acts irreducibly on the complex vector space V.
We define a map @: hC  EndC (V) by
@(A+iB) :=A+JB. (21)
In fact, it is easy to see that @(hC )/EndC (V) is congruent to (hC )| W /
EndC (W), and hence (hC | W) (1)=0 iff (@(hC ))(1)=0. Thus, we obtain the
following.
Proposition 3.1. Let V be a finite dimensional real vector space, and
let h/EndR (V) be an irreducible real subalgebra with complexification
hC /EndC (VC ).
1. If h is absolutely irreducible, i.e., if there is no complex structure on
V which commutes with the elements of h, then h is a Berger algebra iff
hC /EndC (VC) is an irreducible Berger algebra.
2. If h is not absolutely irreducible, i.e., if there is a complex structure
J on V which commutes with the elements of h, and if the subalgebra
@(hC )/EndC (V) given by (21) satisfies (@(hC )) (1)=0, then h is a Berger
algebra iff Jh=h and h/EndC (V) is a complex irreducible Berger algebra.
Thus, in order to classify all Berger algebras we need to classify all
irreducible complex Berger subalgebras hC /EndC (VC ), add all their absolutely
irreducible real forms, and finally, to investigate the real algebras h/EndC(V)
for which @(hC )/EndC (V) is one of the entries of Table IV. The latter task
has been completed by Bryant [Br4]; hence, we shall mainly concern our-
selves with the investigation of complex Berger algebras.
3.2. Examples of Berger Algebras
3.2.1. Conformal Lie Algebras
Let (V, ( , ) ) be a real or complex vector space with the symmetric
bilinear form ( , ), let so(V) be the Lie algebra of endomorphisms preserving
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( , ) and co(V) :=span(IdV , so(V)). We have so(V)$42V, with an
isomorphism given by
(x 7 y) } z :=(x, z) y&( y, z) x.
We use ( , ) to identify V and V*. With this, an element of K(so(V)) may
be regarded as a map R: 42V  42V, and an easy calculation involving the
first Bianchi identity shows that each such R # K(so(n, C)) is symmetric
w.r.t. the inner product on 42V induced by ( , ); i.e., K(so(V))/x2 so(V)
/42Vso(V). But the image of the restriction $1, 2: x2 so(V)  43VV,
equals 44V, and hence we have
K(so(V))$(x2 42V)44V.
We define the map {: K(co(V))  so(V) by the equation tr(R(x, y))=
({(R) x, y) for all x, y # V and R # K(co(V)). Clearly, the kernel of { is
K(so(V)). Moreover, one checks that for each A # so(V), the map
RA(x, y) :=(Ax, y) IdV+ 12(Ax 7 y&Ay 7 x)
lies in K(co(V)), and {(RA)=nA. Therefore, { is surjective, and if we let
Kc(V) :=[RA | A # so(V)], then
K(co(V))$K(so(V))K c(V).
Proposition 3.2. Let h/so(V, ( , ) ) be a proper irreducible Lie sub-
algebra where V is an n-dimensional vector space over F=R or C with n3,
n{4. Then K(hF IdV)=K(h). In particular, hF IdV is not a Berger
algebra.
For the proof, we shall need the following lemma.
Lemma 3.3. Let g be a simple Lie algebra and let h/g be a proper semi-
simple subalgebra. Moreover, let W/g be a linear subspace such that
[h, W]/W and [h=, W]/h. Then either W=0 or W=h= in which case
(g, h) is an irreducible symmetric pair.
Proof. Let h+v # W with h # h and v # h=, and let h$ # h. Consider the
map { :=ad(v) b ad(h$): g  g. By definition of the Killing form, we have
tr({)=B(v, h$)=0. Clearly, {(h)/h=, and hence tr({)=tr(_) with _=
prh= b ad(v)h= b ad(h$)|h= and where prh= : g  h= is the orthogonal projec-
tion. Now, for v$ # h=, we have
_(v$)= prh=([(h+v)&h, [h$, v$]])=&[h, [h$, v$]],
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since [h+v, [h$, v$]] # [W, h=]/h and [h, [h$, v$]] # h=. Therefore, _=
&ad(h)|h= b ad(h$)|h= , and thus, tr(_)=&cBh (h, h$) for some constant
c>0 and where Bh is the Killing form on h. Thus, Bh (h, h$)=0 for all
h$ # h, and hence h=0; i.e., W/h=.
Suppose that W{0. Then there is an h-invariant decomposition h==
V1V2 such that 0{V1 /W and V1 is irreducible. Thus, [V1 , V2]/
[W, h=]/h. On the other hand, for vi # Vi and h # h, we have B([v1 , v2], h)
=B(v1 , [v2 , h])=0, since [v2 , h] # V2 . Therefore, [V1 , V2]=0.
Also, [V1 , V1]/[W, h=]/h, and from there it follows that [V1 , V1]
V1 Ig. Since g is simple and V1 {0, this implies that W=V1=h= is
h-irreducible and [h=, h=]=h. K
Proof of Proposition 3.2. We have K(hF IdV)/K(co(V)), and we let
W/so(V) be the image of K(hF IdV) under the natural projection
K(co(V))  K c(V)$so(V). Clearly, W is h-invariant; i.e., [h, W]/W. We
need to show that W=0.
We identify 42V and so(V) as before, and denote the induced inner
product on 42V by ( , ). Then every R

# K(hFId ) can be written as
R

(:)=(A, :) Id+ 12[A, :]+R(:) for all : # so(V), where A # W, R #
K(so(V))/x2 so(V) and where 12 [A, :]+R(:) # h for all : # so(V).
Let :, ; # h=/so(V). Then since R # x2 so(V), we have 0=(R(:), ;)
&(:, R(;)) = 12 (&([A, :], ;) + (:, [A, ;])) = &([A, :], ;), and hence,
[h=, W]/h.
Since so(V) is simple, Lemma 3.3 implies that either W=0, or W=h=
and (so(V), h) is a symmetric pair. If the latter is the case, then the sym-
metric reflection map _: so(V)  so(V) with _|h =Idh and _|h==&Idh= is
an automorphism of so(V) of order 2. It is known that any such auto-
morphism is of the form _=Adg for some g # O(V). Since h acts irreducibly
on V and _|h =Idh , Schur’s Lemma implies that either g=* IdV , some
* # F, or V is real and g an orthogonal complex structure on V.
In the first case, _=Idso(V) and hence h=so(V) which was excluded. In
the second case, h=u(V, g)/sp(V, 0), where 0(x, y) :=(x, gy). But we
shall see in Lemma 3.5 that h/sp(V, 0) implies that K(hFId )=K(h),
thus W=0. K
3.2.2. Symmetric Connections
In this section, we want to discuss the existence of h-invariant elements
of K(h). As it turns out, any such element can be realized as the holonomy
of a symmetric connection. More precisely, we have the following result.
Proposition 3.4 [He]. Let V be a complex vector space with dim V>2,
and let h/End(V) be an irreducible complex subalgebra with semi-simple
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part hs . Suppose there is an hs -invariant element 0{R # K(h). Then the
following hold.
1. hs /so(V, ( , ) ) and h/co(V, ( , ) ) for some symmetric bilinear
form ( , ) on V.
2. [R(x, y) | x, y # V]=hs .
3. There is an irreducible symmetric pair (g, hs) whose curvature is
given by R.
4. If hs is simple then R is unique up to scalar multiples.
Proof. Let 0{R # K(h) be hs -invariant. Then the 2-form 0(x, y) :=
tr R(x, y) is also hs -invariant. By Schur’s Lemma, if 0{0, then 0 is
non-degenerate and hs /sp(V, 0). But by Lemma 3.5, this implies that
07 0=0, which is impossible, since dim V>2.
Therefore, 0=0 and thus, R(x, y) # hs for all x, y # V. The direct sum
g :=hsV can be given a Lie algebra structure by the bracket
[h1+x, h2+ y] :=([h1 , h2]+R(x, y))+(h1 y&h2 x)
for all h1 , h2 # hs and x, y # V.
Indeed, it is straightforward to verify that this bracket satisfies the Jacobi
identity iff R is hs-invariant. Thus, for the bracket on g the following holds:
[hs , hs]/hs , [hs , V]/V, [V, V]/hs . (22)
Let hs=h1 } } } hk be the decomposition of hs into its simple com-
ponents, and let @: hs /End(V) be the inclusion map. We define a symmetric
bilinear form on hs by the formula
(h1 , h2) :=tr(@(h1) b @(h2)) for all h1 , h2 # hs .
Clearly, ( , ) is adhs -invariant, and it is not hard to show that
(h1 , h2)=c1 B1(h1 , h2)+ } } } +ckBk(h1 , h2)
for some constants ci>0 and where Bi denotes the Killing form of hi . If Bg
is the Killing form of g, then from (22) we get for all h1 , h2 # hs
Bg (h1 , h2)=Bh (h1 , h2)+(h1 , h2)
=(c1+1) B1(h1 , h2)+ } } } +(ck+1) Bk(h1 , h2),
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and
Bg (hs , V)=0.
Thus, in particular, the restriction of Bg to hs /g is non-degenerate. There-
fore, if Bg |V=0 then V is the null-space of Bg , and hence V Ig. However,
(22) then would imply that R=0.
Thus, the restriction Bg |V yields a non-vanishing hs -invariant symmetric
bilinear form on V, and hence Schur’s Lemma implies that Bg |V is non-
degenerate and hs /so(V, Bg ). Also, Bg is non-degenerate which means
that g is semi-simple.
Let h$ :=[R(x, y) | x, y # V] Ihs ; hence there is a decomposition
hs=h$h". But then, it is obvious from (22) that (h$V) Ig which
implies [h", V]=0, and therefore, h"=0, and (g, hs) is an irreducible
symmetric pair whose curvature is given by R.
The last assertion follows since R # K(hs & so(V))/x2 hs , and if hs is
simple then the only hs-invariant elements of x2 hs are the multiples of the
Killing form. K
3.2.3. Symplectic Lie Algebras
Let 0 be a non-degenerate 2-form on V, let sp(V, 0) be the Lie algebra
of linear endomorphisms of V preserving 0, and let csp(V, 0)=
span(IdV , sp(V, 0)). We have sp(V, 0)$x2 V, with an isomorphism given
by
(xy) } z :=0(x, z) y+0( y, z) x. (23)
We use 0 to identify V and V*.
For h=sp(V, 0), it is known that H1, 2(h)=0 [Br4, p. 37], and hence
the map h(1) V*  K(h) from (8) is surjective. From Table IV we see that
K(sp(V, 0))$(x3 VV)x4 V, with an explicit isomorphism being
induced by
x3 VV  K(sp(V, 0))
{ [ R{ ,
where R{ is determined by 0(R{(x, y) z, w)={(xzw, y)&{( yzw, x).
Lemma 3.5. Let R # K(csp(V, 0)) be given by R(x, y)=\(x, y) IdV+
R

(x, y) for some \ # 42V* and R

# 42V*sp(n, C). Then \ 7 0=0.
If dim V6 then K(csp(V, 0))=K(sp(V, 0)) and hence, csp(V, 0) is not
a Berger algebra. If dim V=4 then K(csp(V, 0))=K(sp(V, 0)) (42V)0.
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Proof. Let R # K(csp(V, 0)) be given as above, and let {(x, y, z, w) :=
0(R(x, y) z, w) & 0(R(x, y) w, z). Then {(x, y, z, w) = 2\(x, y) 0(z, w),
and the first Bianchi identity implies that \ 7 0=0 as claimed. The second
assertion follows immediately.
Finally, one verifies that for each \ # 42V* with \ 7 0=0, the element
R\ given by
R\(x, y)=4\(x, y) IdV+R

(x, y),
0(R

(x, y) z, w)=\(x, z) 0( y, w)+\(x, w) 0( y, z)
&\( y, z) 0(x, w)&\( y, w) 0(x, z),
lies in K(csp(V)), and this shows the last assertion. K
The following gives a construction of symplectic Berger groups and
algebras.
Theorem 3.6. Let h/End(V) be an irreducible semi-simple Lie subalgebra
where V is a finite dimensional vector space over F=R or C. Let W :=F2V
and consider the induced tensor representation of h+ :=sl(2, F)h/End(W).
Then the following are equivalent.
1. There is an irreducible symmetric pair (g, h+) whose isotropy represen-
tation is equivalent to the representation of h+ on W.
2. There are an 0 # 42V such that h/sp(V, 0) and an h-equivariant map
b : x2 V  h which satisfies for all x, y, z # V
(x b y) z&(x b z) y=20( y, z) x+0(x, z) y&0(x, y) z. (24)
3. There are an 0 # 42V such that h/sp(V, 0) and an h-equivariant
map b : x2 V  h such that for A # h the map RA : 42V  h given by
RA(x, y)=20(x, y) A+x b (Ay)& y b (Ax)
lies in K(h).
If these conditions are satisfied then the map h  K(h), A [ RA is injective,
thus h is an irreducible Berger algebra.
Proof. Let R: 42W  h+=sl(2, F)h. Since 42W=x2 Vsl(2, F)
42V as an h+-module, it follows that R is h+-equivariant iff there is an
h-invariant 0 # 42V and an h-equivariant map b : x2 V  h such that
R(ex, fy)=0(x, y) ef +(e, f ) x b y
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for all e, f # F2 and x, y # V, where ( , ) is the determinant on F2.
Moreover, (24) is equivalent to the first Bianchi identity for R, i.e., to
R # K(h+). Thus, the first and second statements of the theorem are equiv-
alent by Proposition 3.4.
The equivalence of the second and third statement follows from an easy
calculation, and evidently, RA=0 only if A=0. K
From the classification of irreducible symmetric spaces [Ber2], we
immediately get the following
Corollary 3.7. The images of the following representations are Berger
subgroups:
Representation Representation
Group H space Group H space
SL(2, R) R4& x3 R2 E57 R
56
SL(2, C) C4& x3 C2 E77 R
56
SL(2, R) } SO( p, q) R2( p+q), ( p+q)3 EC7 C
56
SL(2, C) } SO(n, C) C2n, n3 Spin(2, 10) R32
Sp(1) SO(n, H) Hn &R4n, n2 Spin(6, 6) R32
SL(6, R) R20&43R6 Spin(6, H) R32
SU(1, 5) R20/43C6 Spin(12, C) C32
SU(3, 3) R20/43C6 Sp(3, R) R14/43C6
SL(6, C) C20&43C6 Sp(3, C) C14/43C6
Historically, these holonomy groups were first discovered via the twistor
approach which we shall explain in more detail in Section 5. From these
calculations, one can also determine the space K(h) and obtains the follow-
ing result (cf. [MeSc1, Chap. 4]).
Proposition 3.8. For all Berger algebras listed in Corollary 3.7 we have
K(h)$h; i.e., the injective map h  K(h) from Theorem 3.6 is an isomorphism.
3.2.4. Complex Lie Algebras with h(1){0
These are the entries of Table IV. The entries 6, 7, and 8 have been
discussed in the previous sections already.
Throughout this section, we write gl(W) for End(W), and let sl(W)/
gl(W) be the Lie algebra of traceless endomorphisms.
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The Representations Corresponding to Entries 3, 4, 5, 9, and 10 of
Table IV. For all these, the exact sequence (8) implies that K(h)$V*
h(1)$V*V*. We shall prove in each case that K(h & sl(V))$x2 V*/
K(h).
Item 3 corresponds to the action of h=gl(W) on V :=x2 W. An explicit
isomorphism K(gl(W))  V*gl(W) (1)$V*V* is given by
R{(rs, tu) } x :={(rx, tu) s+{(sx, tu) r&{(tx, rs) u&{(us, rs) t
for all r, s, t, u, x # W and where { # V*V*. In particular, since
tr R(rs, tu)=2({(rs, tu)&{(tu, rs)), the claim for K(sl(W)) follows.
Likewise, we get for item 4, which is the representation of h=gl(W) on
V :=42W, the explicit isomorphism K(gl(W))  V* (gl(W))$V*V*
by the explicit isomorphism
R{(r 7 s, t 7 u) } x :={(r 7 x, t 7 s)&{(s 7 x, t 7 u) r
&{(t 7 x, r 7 s) u+{(u 7 x, r 7 x) t
for all r, s, t, u, x # W and { # V*V*. Again, tr R{(r 7 s, t 7 u)=
2({(r 7 s, t 7 u)&{(t 7 u, r 7 s)); thus K(sl(W))$x2 V*.
In item 5, we consider the tensor representation of h :=gl(V1)gl(V2)
on V :=V1V2 . Then K(h)$V*V*, with an explicit isomorphism
given by { # V*V* [ ,{ # K(h) with
,{={{1+,
{
2
{{1(e1u1 , e2u2) e3={(e1 , u1 , e3 , u2) e2&{(e2 , u2 , e3 , u1) e1 (25)
,{2(e1u1 , e2u2) u3={(e1 , u1 , e2 , u3) e2&{(e2 , u2 , e1 , u3) u1 .
Moreover, K(sl(V1)sl(V2)$x2 V*.
Similar calculations can be performed for the representations in items 9
and 10. We omit the details.
The Representations Corresponding to Entries 1 and 2 of Table IV.
These are the standard representations of gl(V) and sl(V), respectively,
on V. Consider the following part of the Spencer complex of gl(V),
0  gl(V)(2)  gl(V) (1) V*  gl(V)42V*  V43V*,
i.e., the sequence
0  x3 V*V  x2 V*V*V  42V*V*V
 43V*V  0, (26)
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where all maps are symmetrizations and skew-symmetrizations. It is not
hard to see that this is an exact sequence; i.e., all cohomologies vanish. In
particular, we have the exact sequence
0  x3 V*V  x2 V*V*V  K(gl(V))  0;
that is, we have
K(gl(V))$(V*gl(V) (1))gl(V)(2),
with an explicit isomorphism being induced by
R{(x, y) z :={(x, yz)&{( y, xz), { # x2 V*V*V.
Next, for h=sl(V), we see that R{(x, y) # sl(V) for all x, y # V iff
_(xy) :=tr {(x, y&) is symmetric.
Conversely, given _ # x2(V*), we let {_(x, yz) := 1n&1 (_(xy) z+_(xz) y
&2_( yz) x). Then tr {_(x, y&)=_(xy), and hence we have
K(sl(V))=x2 V* (V*sl(V) (1))sl(V) (2),
which illustrates that H1, 2(sl(V))$x2 V*.
3.3. Irreducible Complex Berger Algebras
Throughout this section, all Lie algebras and vector spaces are understood
to be complex. Let g/End(V) be an irreducible complex representation, and
let gs denote the semi-simple part of g. That is, g=zgs where z is the center
of g, and dim z1. If t/gs is a Cartan subalgebra, we let t0 :=zt. As usual,
we denote the set of roots of gs by 2 and the set of weights of the embedding
g/End(V) by 8. We also let 20 :=2 _ [0]. For each root : of gs , we fix
0{A: # g: and let
8: :=[weights of A:V]/8.
Definition 3.9. With g/End(V) as above, we call (*0 , *1 , :) with
*i # 8 and : # 2 a spanning triple if
8: /[*0+;, *1+; | ; # 20]. (27)
A spanning triple (*0 , *1 , :) is called extremal if *0 , *1 are extremal
weights; it is said to be of opposite sign if *0 , *1 are extremal weights of
opposite sign.
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Note that the Weyl group W acts on (extremal) spanning triples. As a
consequence, if a root : # 2 occurs in a (extremal) spanning triple, then all
roots of the same length as : occur in such a triple.
Proposition 3.10. Let g/End(V) be an irreducible Berger algebra.
Then for every root : # 2 there is a spanning triple (*0 , *1 , :).
In fact, if R # K(g) is a weight element and if there are weight vectors
xi # V of weights *i for i=0, 1 such that R(x0 , x1)=A: , then (*0 , *1 , :) is
a spanning triple.
Proof. We first show the second assertion. Let R # K(g) and xi # V as
required. Then, for any y # V, the first Bianchi identity of R # K(g) reads
A: y=R( y, x1) x0&R( y, x0) x1 # span[gx0 , gx1];
i.e., A:V/span[gx0 , gx1]. Then (27) holds since both A:V and span[gx0 , gx1]
are a direct sum of weight spaces, and the weights of the latter are con-
tained in the right hand side of (27).
To show that such an R exists for all roots, let
D :={: # 2 } there are weight elements R # K(g), x0 , x1 # Vsuch that R(x0 , x1)=A: = .
Since K(g) and V are spanned by their weight vectors, it follows that
g

/t0 
: # D
g: .
Then, since g is Berger, it follows that D=2. K
Lemma 3.11. Let g/End(V) be an irreducible Lie subalgebra with
K(g){0. Then there are extremal weight vectors x0 , x1 of weights *0 , *1 of
opposite sign such that R(x0 , x1){0 for some R # K(g).
Proof. Suppose that R(x0 , x1)=0 for all R # K(g) and all such extremal
weight vectors x0 , x1 .
We write the sky and the projectivized sky as X and X=GP, respec-
tively, where P/G is the isotropy group of Cx0 ; i.e., gx0=cgx0 , some
scalar cg {0, for all g # P. It follows that for g # P and R # K(g) we have
R(x0 , gx1)=cg&1 Adg&1((gR)(x0 , x1))=0. Since the Lie algebra p/g con-
tains all positive root elements and *0 , *1 have opposite signs, it follows
that p } x1=Tx1 X ; hence P } x1 contains an open neighborhood of x1 in X .
But since every open subset of X spans all of V, it follows that R(x0 , V)=0
for all R # K(g). Since x0 # X is arbitrary and X spans all of V, this implies
that K(g)=0. K
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We now will show a further result which allows us to reduce to a more
restrictive criterion than the one in Proposition 3.10.
Theorem 3.12. Let g/End(V) be an irreducible Berger algebra. Then
either there is an extremal spanning triple (*0 , *1 , :), or g is congruent to the
representation of so(n, C) on (x2 Cn)0 for some n3. If the latter is the case
then dim K(g)=1 and, thus, g is symmetric.
Proof. Suppose that g/End(V) is an irreducible Berger algebra, but
there are no extremal spanning triples for 8. Then K(g){0, hence by
Lemma 3.11, there is an element R # K(g) and weight vectors x0 , x1 # V of
weight *0 , *1 # 8 such that R(x0 , x1){0 where *0 , *1 are extremal weights
of opposite sign. Without loss of generality we may assume that R is a
weight element and *1 is the dominant weight of 8.
If R(x0 , x1)=A: for some root : # 2, then Proposition 3.10 implies that
(*0 , *1 , :) is an extremal spanning triple which was excluded; hence
0{R(x0 , x1)=T+c IdV # t0 ,
where T # t and c # C. We define
K :=[+ # t* | +(T )+c=0]/t*.
Step 1. T{0 and therefore, K is an affine hyperplane in t*.
Proof of Step 1. Let * # 8 be a weight such that *&*i  20 for i=1, 2.
Such a * must exist since, otherwise, (*0 , *1 , :) would be a spanning triple
for any : # 2. For x* # V* we have R(xi , x*) # g*i&*=0, thus by the Bianchi
identity, 0=R(x0 , x1) x*=(*(T )+c) x* . If T=0 this would imply that
c=0, contradicting that R(x0 , x1){0.
Step 2. K contains all extremal weights * # 8 with *{*i , i=0, 1.
Proof of Step 2. If * # 8 is as above, then R(xi , x*) # g*&*i+1 for weight
reasons where we take indices mod 2. On the other hand, since (*i , *, *&*i+1)
is not spanning by hypothesis, Proposition 3.10 implies that R(xi , x*)=0.
Thus, from the Bianchi identity we get 0=R(x0 , x1) x*=(*(T )+c) x* and
hence * # K.
Step 3. Let : # 2 be such that :(T ){0. Then |(*i , :) |2 for i=0, 1
and |(*1&*0 , :) |4. Moreover, after changing : to &: if necessary,
(*0+:, *1 , :) and (*0 , *1&:, &:) are spanning triples.
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Proof of Step 3. Let : # 2+ and fix 0{A: # g: . Then (A:R)(x0 , x1) # g:
for weight reasons, but since (*0 , *1 , :) is not spanning, Proposition 3.10
implies that
0=(A: R)(x0 , x1)
=[A: , R(x0 , x1)]+R(A:x0 , x1)+R(x0 , A:x1)
= &:(T ) A:+R(A:x0 , x1),
because *1 is dominant and : # 2+. Thus, 0{R(A:x0 , x1) # g: , and by
Proposition 3.10 (*0+:, *1 , :) is spanning. In particular, *0+: # 8 is not
extremal by our assumption, and hence, (*0 , :)&2. The remaining
statements are shown analogously by replacing : by &: # 2&.
Step 4. For all : # 2 we have |(*i , :) |{1.
Proof of Step 4. If, say, (*0 , :) =&1 for some : # 2 then *0+: is
extremal. Since by step 3 |(*1&*0 , :) |4, it follows that *0+:{*i and
hence, *0+: # K by step 2. But now, by step 3, :(T )=0 so that *0 # K as
well.
Let w # W be an element of the Weyl group for which w } *0=*1 , and let
; :=w } :. Then (*1 , ;)=1, and the same argument implies that *1 # K;
i.e., K contains all extremal weights.
But now, the convex hull of the extremal weights must contain 0, and
since K is convex it follows that 0 # K; i.e., K is a subspace. On the other
hand, the weights linearly span all of V, and this yields a contradiction.
Step 5. If rk(g)2 then there exist a long root : # 2 with :(T ){0 and
a root ; # 2=: =: 2 & :
= with (*0 , ;) {0.
Proof of Step 5. By step 1, there is a long root : # 2 with :(T ){0.
Suppose we have (*0 , ;) =0 for all ; # 2=: . This implies that 2 is simple.
If 2 is not of type An then 2=: spans :
= so that *1=&*0=c: for some
constant c. Then the extremal weights are of the form c; for a long root
; # 2, and so, by step 2, K contains all long ;{\:, which implies that the
root system of long roots contains [\:] as a summand. This happens
only if 2 is of type Cn . Moreover, by step 3, ((&c+1) :, c:, :) is a span-
ning triple and this implies that c1. On the other hand, for c1, there
are extremal spanning triples, violating our assumption.
If 2 is of type An , n2, and :=%r&%s then our assumption implies that
*0=c1%r+c2%s for some ci # Z. Moreover, since by step 3 (*0 , :) {0, we
have c1 {c2 . The extremal weights are of the form c1% i+c2 %j for all i{ j.
But then, since K contains all but two extremal weights by step 2, we must
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have c1=0 or c2=0. Since by step 3, (*i , :) {0, it follows thatafter
possibly switching *0 , *1 we have *1=c%r , *0=c%s for some c # Z. Also,
(*0+:, *1 , :) must be a spanning triple by step 3, and this implies that
|c|2. However, if |c|2 then (c%1 , c%2 , %1&%2) is an extremal spanning
triple which was excluded.
Step 6. Suppose that rk(g)2 and let :, ; # 2 as in step 4. Then [\;]
is a direct summand of 2=: . Further, |(* i , :) |=2 for i=0, 1 and, after
possibly replacing :, ; by their negatives, *1=*0+2(:+;).
Proof of Step 6. After changing :, ; to their negatives if necessary and
using step 3, we may assume that (*0 , :) , (*0 , ;)&2 and (*1 , :)2.
Thus, *0+:+2; # 8: .
By step 3, (*0+:, *1 , :) is a spanning triple. Since 2;  2, we have
*0+:+2;=*1&# for some # # 20 . Now, we calculate
2(*1 , :) =(*0 , :) +2+(#, :) (#, :),
and since : is a long root, (19) implies that :=# and all inequalities in this
chain are equalities. Thus, *1=*0+2(:+;) which means that for given :,
there isup to signat most one ; # 2=: with (*0 , ;) {0, which shows
that [\;] is a direct summand of 2=: .
Step 7. g$so(n, C) for some n3, and *1 is the dominant weight of
the representation of g on (x2 Cn)0 .
Proof of Step 7. If rk(g)=1, then *1=&*0=c: for some c # 12Z
+. By
step 3, (c:, (&c+1) :, :) is spanning, which implies that c2. On the
other hand, (c:, &c:, :) is an extremal spanning triple if c 32 , violating
our assumption. Thus we must have c=2, which yields the asserted
representation for n=3.
The only root systems 2 which satisfy that 2=: contains a direct sum-
mand of type A1 for some long root : are A3 , Bn , n2, Dn , n4, G2 , and
A1+2$. Thus, if rk(g)2, then 2 must be one of these root systems by
step 6.
First, suppose that 2 is simple. Suppose that ; # 2=: from step 4 is short.
Then 2 is of type B3 or G2 . In both cases, &Idt* # W is an element of the
Weyl group, so that *0+*1=0; i.e., by step 6, *1=:+;. But now it is easy
to see that in both cases, there is no affine hyperplane containing all
extremal weights {\*1 , contradicting step 2. Thus, 2 is not of type G2
and :, ; are long roots. This now implies that in this case, g$so(n, C),
n5, with the asserted representation.
Next, suppose that 2=A1+2$. Then by step 6, * i=(&1) i :++ i , with
+i in the weight lattice of 2$. Now suppose that rk(2$)2. Then there are
extremal weights of the form \:++ with +{+i , and thus, by step 2,
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\:++ # K, which implies that :(T )=0, contradicting our assumption.
Thus, 2=A1+A1 , which means that *1=&*0=:+; by step 6, and this
yields the asserted representation for n=4.
Step 8. Let g/gl(V) be one of the representations in step 7, let K0 /
K(g) be the 0-weight space, and let x0 , x1 # V be extremal weight vectors
of opposite sign. Then the map K0  t0 , R [ R(x0 , x1) is injective.
Proof of Step 8. Suppose that 0{R # K0 exists with R(x0 , x1)=0.
Without loss of generality we assume that *1 is the dominant weight. Then
as in the proof of step 3, we have for all : # 2+ that 0=(A:R)(x0 , x1)=
R(A:x0 , x1), and therefore, R(u, x1)=0 for all u # V. Likewise, R(u, x0)=0
for all u # V. Thus, from the Bianchi identity, we get that
R(u, v) xi=0 for i=0, 1 and all u, v # V. (28)
Next, let : # 2 be such that (*0 , :){0. Then if y0 , y1 are extremal
weight vectors of opposite sign, then 0=(A:R)( y0 , y1), and since for weight
reasons, R(A: yi , yj) # g: for [i, j]=[0, 1], (28) implies that R(A: yi , yj)=0,
and hence, [A: , R( y0 , y1)]=0; that is, :(R( y0 , y1))=0 for all such :.
Note, however, that t* is linearly generated by all : # 2 with (*0 , :) {0
and thus, R( y0 , y1)=c IdV . But then, by step 1, we must have c=0, i.e.
R( y0 , y1)=0. By the same argument as for xi , we conclude that R(u, v) yi
=0 for i=0, 1 and all u, v # V; i.e.,
R(u, v) y0=0 for all u, v # V and y0 an extremal weight vector,
and this implies that R=0, a contradiction.
Step 9. For the subalgebras g/gl(V) from step 7, we have dim K(g)=1.
Proof of Step 9. Let *1 be the dominant weight of one of these representa-
tions. Then for all extremal weights +{\*1 we have (+, *1)=0. Thus, if
R # K0 then by step 2 we have R(x0 , x1)=cT*1 for some c # C where T*1 # t is
the element characterized by +(T*1)=(*1 , +) for all + # t*. Thus, by step 7,
dim K01.
On the other hand, each irreducible submodule of K(g)/42Vg has
0 as a weight, thus, K(g) must be irreducible. Finally, note that these
representations are the isotropies of the symmetric spaces SU(n)SO(n), so
that K(g) contains a trivial summand, and thus is one-dimensional. K
3.4. Simple Complex Berger Algebras
In this section, we assume that g/End(V) with g$zgs and gs simple.
Again, both g and V are understood to be complex. By Theorem 3.12, we
need to classify those representations which admit extremal spanning triples.
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Proposition 3.13. Let g/End(V) be an irreducible subalgebra with gs
simple, let 2 and 8 be as before, and suppose that 0 # 8. If 2 is not of type
Cn then there is an extremal spanning triple only if the dominant weight is
a root; i.e., 8/20 . In particular, this holds if 2 is of type G2 , F4 , or E8 .
Proof. If 0 # 8 and 2 is not of type Cn then either the dominant weight
is a short root or 20 /8, which means that 0 # 8: for any root : # 2. Thus,
if there exists an extremal triple (*0 , *1 , :), then 0=*0+#, some root #.
Since *0 is extremal, 8/20 follows.
Finally, if 2 is of type G2 , F4 , or E8 , then every representation has 0 as
a weight. K
Proposition 3.14. Let g/End(V), gs , 2, and 8 be as before. If there is
an extremal spanning triple, then |(*, :) |3 for all * # 8 and : # 2.
Proof. By Proposition 3.13, we may assume that 2 is not of type G2 .
Suppose that there is an extremal spanning triple (*0 , *1 , ;). Let 0{* # 8
be a weight with |(*, :) |1 for all roots :. After possibly applying an
element of the Weyl group to *, we may assume that (*, ;) >0; i.e.,
* # 8; , hence *=*0+# for some # # 20 . But then, for any : # 2, |(*0 , :) |
|(*, :) |+|(#, :) |3 by (19). The claim then follows since *0 is
extremal. K
Proposition 3.15. Let g/End(V) be as in Proposition 3.14 such that
rk gs2, and suppose there exists an extremal spanning triple. Then for
every weight * and every long root :, |(*, :) |2.
Proof. Suppose that there is a weight * and a long root : with
(*, :)=&3.
Let us first consider the case where all roots have equal length. Let ; be
a root with (:, ;) =1. Then, after replacing ; by :&; if necessary, we
may assume that (*, ;)&2. It follows that *+k:+l; # 8: for k=1, 2,
3 and 0l3&k.
By hypothesis, there is an extremal spanning triple (*0 , *1 , :). Then
*+:=*0+#. Since *0 is extremal, #{ &: and thus, by (20), #+2: is not
a root. Therefore,
*+:=*0+#
where #, $ # 20 . (29)
*+3:=*1+$
Now, 8: % *+:+2;=*0+#+2;=*1+$+2(;&:). But by (20), #+2;
or $+2(;&:) are roots only if #=&; or $=:&;, both of which con-
tradict the extremality of *i .
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Second, suppose that there are roots of different length. Since by
Proposition 3.13 we may assume that 2 is not of type G2 , it follows that
:=:1+:2 for short roots :i with (:1 , :2)=0. Since &3=(*, :) =
1
2 ((*, :1)+(*, :2) ), Proposition 3.14 implies that (*, :i)=&3 for i=1, 2.
By hypothesis, there is either an extremal spanning triple (*0 , *1 , :) or
(*0 , *1 , :1). It is then easy to check that [*+k:1+l:2 | 1k, l3]/
8: & 8:1 . Thus, we get as in the previous case that (29) holds, and from
the extremality of *i , we have that #{&: and ${:. Using (19), we
conclude that (*0 , :) 0 and (*1 , :)2.
Next, we have (*+2:1+:2 , :)=0; hence if *+2:1+:2=*1+=, some
= # 20 , then from (*1 , :) 2 and (19) it would follow that ==&:,
contradicting the extremality of *1 . Thus, *+2:1+:2=*0+#+:1 implies
that #+:1 # 20 , and likewise, #+:2 # 20 .
If # was long, then this would imply that (#, :i)=&2 for i=1, 2, and
hence (#, :) = 12 ((#, :1) + (#, :2) ) =&2; that is, # = &:, which is
impossible. Thus, # is a short root.
Finally, for [i, j]=[1, 2], consider the weights *+3:i+:j=*0+#+2: i
=*1+$&2:j . Since # is short, #+2: i is a root iff #=&:i which would
contradict the extremality of *0 . Thus, $&2:i # 2 for i=1, 2. But $&2:2
=($&2:1)+2(:1&:2), and since :1&:2 is a long root, (20) implies that
$=:, contradicting the extremality of *1 . K
Proposition 3.16. Let g/End(V) be as in Proposition 3.15, and
suppose that |(*, :) |=2 for some * # 8 and a long root :. Then for every
long root ; # 2 with (:, ;) =0 we have |(*, ;) |1.
Proof. By contradiction, suppose that there is a long root ; with
(:, ;)=0 and |(*, ;) |2. By Proposition 3.15, we may change : and ;
to their negatives if necessary and assume that (*, :)=(*, ;) =&2. Also,
we may assume that 2 is not of type G2 .
If there are roots of different length, we write :=:1+:2 with short roots
:i . From the identity 2(*, :)=(*, :1) +(*, :2) and Proposition 3.14 we
may assume that w.l.o.g. (*, :1) # [&2, &3] and (*, :2) # [&1, &2].
Then ;+2:i is not a root, since otherwise (*, ;+2:i)&3, which is
impossible. Thus, (;, :i)0, and then (;, :)=0 implies that (;, :i)=0.
From this, it follows that *+:1+l; # 8, and thus *+:+l; # 8:2 for
l=0, 1, 2. Also, (*+2:+l;, :2)2, and so we get
[*+k:+l; | k=1, 2, l=0, 1, 2]/8: & 8:2 .
By hypothesis, there must be extremal weights *0 , *1 such that either
(*0 , *1 , :) or (*0 , *1 , :2) is spanning. Thus, we have *+:=*0+# for some
# # 20 . Since *+: is not extremal, we must have #{0 and *0+2# # 8.
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Then, on the one hand, &2=(*+:, ;)=(*0 , ;) +(#, ;) &2+
(#, ;); i.e., (#, ;)0. On the other hand, &2(*0+2#, ;)=(*+:+#, ;)
=&2+(#, ;); i.e., (#, ;) 0.
Thus, (#, ;)=0 and hence (*0 , ;) =&2. Since #+2;  20 , it follows
that *+:+2;=*1+$, some $ # 20 , and in complete analogy we get ${0,
(*1 , ;)=2 and ($, ;)=0.
But then, 8: & 8:2 % *+:+;=*0+#+;=*1+$&;, and neither #+;
nor $&; is in 20 , which is impossible. K
Proposition 3.17. Let g/End(V), let 8 and 2 be as in Proposition
3.15, and let us assume that all roots of 2 have equal length. Suppose that
there are roots :, ; with (:, ;)=0, |(*, :) |=2 and |(*, ;) |=1 for some
* # 8. Then for every root # # 2 with (:, #) =(;, #) =0 we have (*, #)=0.
Proof. Let (*0 , *1 , :) be an extremal spanning triple and suppose there
is a weight * # 8 and roots ;, # # 2 with (*, :)=&2, (*, ;)=(*, #) =
&1 and (:, ;) =(:, #)=(;, #)=0. We shall now derive a contradiction
from these assumptions. We have
[*+k:+l;+m# | k=1, 2, l, m=0, 1]/8: . (30)
Thus, *+:=*0+$ for some $ # 20 . Since *+: is not extremal, we have
${0 and *0+2$ # 8.
Suppose that ($, ;) , ($, #) 0. Then $+;+# is not a root; hence
*+:+;+#=*1+=, some = # 20 . Again, since *1 is extremal, ={0. More-
over, *+:+#=*0+$+#=*1+=&;. Since $+# is not a root, =&; is
one; hence (=, ;)=1. Thus, after possibly replacing * by *+;+#, replac-
ing ;, # by their negatives, and interchanging *0 , *1 , we may assume that
($, ;)=&1, and thus, (*0 , ;) =(*+:&$, ;) =0.
This implies that (*0+2$, ;)=&2 and (*0+2$, #)=&1+($, #).
Thus, by Proposition 3.16, ($, #)0.
Therefore, $+#, $+;+#  20 , and hence, 8: % *+:+#=*1+= for
some = # 20 and 8: % *+:+;+#=*1+=+; so that =+; # 20 . Moreover,
since these weights are not extremal, it follows that =, =+;{0 and
thus, (;, =) = &1 and (*1 , ;) = 0. Therefore, (*1+2=, ;) = &2 and
(*1+2=, #)=1+(=, #) , whence (=, #)0 by Proposition 3.16.
Next, 8: % *+2:=*1+:&#+=, and since (:&#+=, #)&2 and
={ &:, it follows that :&#+=  20 , and thus, *+2:=*0+$+: implies
that $+: # 20 , ($, :)=&1. In complete analogy we also get (=, :)=&1
and thus, (*i , :)=1 for i=0, 1.
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Since (*0+2$, :) =(*0+2($+;), :)=&1 it follows that 8: % *0+:
+2$, *0+:+2($+;). On the other hand, since ${&:, we have :+2$,
:+2($+;)  20 , so that *0+2$+:&*1 , (*0+2$+:&*1)+2; # 20
which happens iff *0+2$+:&*1=&; by (20), so that
==&(:+;&#+$).
But now, (*1+2=, :) =&1, so that 8: % *1+2=+:=*0+2#&;, and
2=+:, 2#&;  20 which yields a contradiction. K
Proposition 3.18. Let g/End(V) be irreducible with gs simple, 2 and
8 be as before, and suppose that there exists an extremal spanning triple
(*0 , *1 , :). Then either the dominant weight is a root, i.e., 8/20 , or the
representation of gs on V is congruent to one of the following:
k 0 0 0 0
(i) MwwMwwM } } } MwwM with k=1, 2
0 1 0 0 0
(ii) MwwMwwM } } } MwwM
1 0 0 0 0
(iii) MwwMwwM } } } M=====M>
1 0 0 0 0
(iv) MwwMwwM } } } M=====M<
0
1 0 0 0 0
M
(v) MwwMwwM } } } MwwM 0
M
(vi) M
k
for k3
1 1 0
(vii) MwwMwwM
0 0 1 0 0
(viii) MwwMwwM } } } MwwM for n=5, 6
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0 0 0 1 0 0 0
(ix) MwwMwwMwwMwwMwwMwwM
1 1
(x) M=====M>
0 0 1
(xi) MwwM=====M<
0 0 1 0
(xii) MwwMwwM=====M<
0 0 0 1
(xiii) MwwMwwM=====M<
0 0 0 0 1
(xiv) MwwMwwM } } } M=====M> for n7
1
0 0 0 0 0
M
for 5n8(xv) MwwMwwM } } } MwwM 0
M
1 0 0 0 0
(xvi) MwwMwwMwwMwwM
M 0
0 0 0 0 0 1
(xvii) MwwMwwMwwMwwMwwM
M 0
Proof. We give the proof for each type of root system.
1. Type An . In this case, the root system is 2=[:i, j :=%i&% j | i{j #
[1, ..., n+1]], and the positive roots are 2+=[:i, j | i< j]. The dominant
weight of 8 can be represented in an unique way as *0=c1 %1+ } } } +cn %n
with integers c1 } } } cn0. For convenience, we set cn+1=0. Note that
due to the symmetry of the root system An we may assume w.l.o.g. that
c1&c2cn .
If n=1 then it is easy to see that there are extremal spanning triples iff
the dominant weight is *0=k:1, 2 with k3, and this corresponds to (vi).
If rk(gs)2, then the only possible representations (up to congruence)
which satisfy the conclusions of Propositions 3.15, 3.16, and 3.17 are those
with the following dominant weights:
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*0 =2%1 ,
*0=2%1+%2+ } } } +%k , k=2, n&1, n,
*0=%1+ } } } +%k , 1k
n+1
2
.
The Weyl group of An is the permutation group Sn+1 which acts by
permutation of the indices of %1 , ..., %n+1 .
From here, it is now straightforward to investigate each of these representa-
tions separately. The result is that the representations in the second row admit
an extremal spanning triple iff k=2 and n=3, or if k=n; the latter corre-
spond to the adjoint representation. In the third row, there are extremal
spanning triples iff k=4 and n=7, or k=3 and n=5, 6, or k=1, 2.
This yields precisely the representations (i), (ii), (vii), (viii) and (ix).
2. Type Bn . The root system is 2=[\%i , \%i\%j | i< j, i=1, ..., n],
and the positive roots are 2+=[%i , %i\%j | i< j, i=1, ..., n]. The dominant
weight is given by *0=c1%1+ } } } +cn%n with c1 } } } cn0, where either
all ck are integers, or all ck are half-integers.
If all ck are integers, then 0 # 8; hence, by Proposition 3.13, 8/20 .
Thus, let us assume that the ck are not integers. Then the only represen-
tations satisfying the conclusions of Propositions 3.15 and 3.16 are those
whose dominant weights are of the following forms:
*0 = 32 %1+
1
2 %2+ } } } +
1
2%n ,
*0= 12 %1+
1
2 %2+ } } } +
1
2%n .
From here, one sees easily that in the first case, there is no extremal
spanning triple if n3. The case n=2 is listed in (x). In the second case,
one sees that there is no extremal spanning triple if n8. The remaining
cases are listed in (xiv).
3. Type Cn . The root system is 2=[\2%i , \%i\%j | i< j, i=1, ..., n],
and the positive roots are 2+=[2%i , %i\%j | i< j, i=1, ..., n]. The dominant
weight is given by *0=c1 %1+ } } } +cn %n with integers c1 } } } cn0.
The only representations satisfying the conclusions of Propositions 3.15
and 3.16 are those whose dominant weights are of the following forms:
*0 =2%1 ,
*0=2%1+%2+ } } } +%k , with 2kn
*0=%1+ } } } +%k , with 1kn.
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The first case corresponds to the adjoint representation. In the second
case, a direct investigation yields that extremal spanning triples exist iff
k=n=2 which is listed in (x). In the third case, one verifies that there are
extremal spanning triples iff k=n=4, or k=3 and n4, or if k2. If
k=2 then 8/20 . The remaining cases are listed in (iv), (xi) (xii) and (xiii).
4. Type Dn . The root system is 2=[\%i\%j | i< j, i=1, ..., n], and the
positive roots are 2+=[%i\%j | i< j, i=1, ..., n]. The dominant weight is
given by *0=c1%1+ } } } +cn%n with c1 } } } |cn |0, where either all ck are
integers, or all ck are half-integers. Using the symmetry of the Dynkin
diagram, we may assume that cn0.
Then the only possible representations (up to congruence) which satisfy
the conclusions of Propositions 3.15, 3.16 and 3.17 are those with the
following dominant weights:
*0 =%1 ,
*0=%1+%2 ,
*0= 12 (%1+ } } } +%n).
The first case is listed in (v), the second is the adjoint representation,
and a direct investigation yields that in the last case, there is no extremal
spanning triple if n9. The remaining cases are listed in (xv).
5. Type E6 . Let * be given by
c1 c2 c3 c4 c5
MwwMwwMwwMwwM .
M c6
The maximal root of E6 is given by
1 2 3 2 1
MwwMwwMwwMwwM ,
M 2
and the root system orthogonal to the maximal root is A5 with maximal
root
1 1 1 1 1
MwwMwwMwwMwwM .
M 0
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The root system orthogonal to this is
0 1 1 1 0
MwwMwwMwwMwwM .
M 0
It follows from Propositions 3.15, 3.16, and 3.17 that c2=c3=c4=0, and
either c6=1, c1=c5=0, in which case 8=20 , or c6=0, c1+c51. Using
the symmetry of E6 , this yields the case (xvi).
6. Type E7 . This case is dealt with in complete analogy to E6 .
7. Types G2 , F4 , E8 . For these, it was already noted in Proposition
3.13 that they admit extremal spanning weights only if 8/20 . K
In the light of Theorem 3.12 and Proposition 3.18 we shall now investigate
the representations given in Proposition 3.18 in order to classify all irreducible
Berger algebras.
From the representations in Proposition 3.18, (i), (ii), (vi) for k=1, (xv)
for n=5, and (xvi) have been discussed in Section 3.2.4, (iii), (v) and (vi)
for k=2 in Section 3.2.1, and (iv), (vi) for k=3, (viii) for n=5, (xi), (xv)
for n=6, and (xvii) in Section 3.2.3. We shall therefore now investigate the
remaining entries from Proposition 3.18.
To simplify this investigation, we shall use the following observation.
Lemma 3.19. Let g/End(V) be an irreducible Berger algebra, and let
R # K(g) be a weight element. Suppose that for all extremal weight vectors
x0 , x1 we have R(x0 , x1) # t0 .
Then either there is an affine hyperplane K/t* which contains all but two
extremal weights, or R(x0 , x1)=0 for all extremal weight vectors.
An affine hyperplane K/t* containing all but two extremal weights will
be called a spanning plane. Note that by Proposition 3.10 the hypothesis of
Lemma 3.19 is satisfied if R # K(g) is of weight \ and there are no extremal
spanning triples (*0 , *1 , :) with :&*0&*1=\.
Proof. Suppose the hypotheses of the lemma are satisfied, and 0{
R(x0 , x1)=T+c IdV with T # t and c # C. We let K :=[+ # t* | +(T )+c=0].
Then for all extremal weights *{*0 , *1 and x* # V* we have R(xi , x*)=0
for weight reasons and by hypothesis. Thus, the Bianchi identity implies
that 0=R(x0 , x1) x*=(*(T )+c) x* which implies that * # K. This implies,
in particular, that T{0 and hence, K/t* is a spanning plane. K
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1 1 0
The representation MwwMwwM
It is easy to show that there are no spanning planes andup to the
action of the Weyl groupthe only extremal spanning triples are (2%1+%2 ,
2%1+%3 , %1&%4), (2%1+%2 , 2%3+%1 , %1&%4), and (2%1+%2 , 2%3+%4 ,
%1&%4).
We let : :=%1&%4 , and let x0 # V2%1+%2 .
Suppose there is a weight element R # K(g) with 0{R(x0 , x1) # g: , where
x1 # V2%1+%3 . Then R has weight &(3%1+%2+%3+%4). If x2 # V2%2+%4 ,
then R(x0 , x2) # g&%1+2%2&%3 = 0, and R(x1 , x2) # g&%1 + %2 . However,
(2%1+%3 , 2%2+%4 , &%1+%2) is not a spanning triple; hence R(x1 , x2)=0
by Proposition 3.10. Then the first Bianchi identity for (x0 , x1 , x2) yields
that g:V2%2+%4=0 which is impossible.
Next, suppose that 0{R(x0 , x1) # g: for some weight element R # K(g)
and x1 # V2%3 +%1 . Then R has weight &(2%1 +%2 +2%3 +%4). If x2 #
V2%4+%1 , then R(x0 , x1) # g%1&2%3+%4=0, and R(x1 , x2) # g%4&%2 . However,
by Proposition 3.10 and since (2%4+%1 , 2%3+%1 , %4&%2) is not a spanning
triple, we have R(x1 , x2)=0, and from the Bianchi identity for (x0 , x1 , x2)
we get that g: V2%4+%1=0, which is a contradiction.
Finally, suppose that 0{R(x0 , x1) # g: for some weight element R # K(g)
and xi # V2%3+%4 . Then R has weight &(%1+%2+2%3+2%4). If x2 # V2%2+%4 ,
then R(x0 , x2) # g%1+2%2&2%3&%4=0, and R(x1 , x2) # g%2&%1 . However, by
Proposition 3.10 and since (2%2+%4 , 2%3+%4 , %2&%1) is not a spanning
triple, we have R(x1 , x2)=0, and from the Bianchi identity for (x0 , x1 , x2)
we get that g: V2%2+%4=0, which is a contradiction.
Thus, from Proposition 3.10, we get that R(x0 , x1) # t0 for all extremal
weight vectors x0 , x1 and all R # K(g) and since there are no spanning
planes, R(x0 , x1)=0 for all such xi and R by Lemma 3.19, and thus, K(g)
=0 by Lemma 3.11. Thus, g is not Berger.
0 0 1 0 0 0
The representation MwwMwwMwwMwwMwwM
This is the representation of gl(7, C) on W :=43V with V=C7. Every
weight is extremal, andup to the action of the Weyl groupthe only
spanning triples are (%1+%2+%3 , %4+%5+%6 , %1&%7) and (%1+%2+%3 ,
%1+%4+%5 , %1&%7). Thus, since there are no spanning planes, Proposi-
tion 3.10 and Lemma 3.19 imply that the only possible weights \ of K(g)
are \=%i , some i.
Suppose there is an R # K(g) of weight \=%1 . We let e1 , ..., e7 be the
standard basis of V and write eijk :=ei 7 ej 7 ek , which spans the weight
space W%i+%j+%k . Then, for weight reasons, we have R(e123 , e456) # g%1&%7 ,
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and hence, there is some c # C with R(e123 , e456) y=c(e123 7 e456 7 y) e1 ,
where we identify 47V and C.
Now gR=R for all g # SL(7, C) with ge1=e1 . Using this equivariance,
we conclude that R(e1 7 :2 , :3) y=c(e1 7 :2 7 :3 7 y) e1 for all : i # 4iV.
But now, applying the first Bianchi identity to (e123 , e456 , e457) and using
that for weight reasons R(e456 , e457)=0, we get that 2ce125=0, i.e. c=0,
which means that R(e1 7 :2 , )=0 for all :2 # 42V. Then, from the Bianchi
identity, it follows that R(:, ;)(e1 7 :2)=0 for all :, ; # W and :2 # 42V. But
this implies that R(:, ;) y=cy+{( y) e1 for all y # V, where c # C and { # V*
with {(e1)=&3c.
For weight reasons, R(e234 , e567) # t0 and therefore, R(e234 , e567) y=
c((e1 7 e234 7 e567) y&3( y 7 e234 7 e567) e1) for some c # C. Using that
gR=R for all g # SL(7, C) with ge1=e1 , we conclude that R(:, ;) y=
c((e1 7 : 7 ;) y&3( y 7 : 7 ;) e1) for all :, ; # W and some c # C.
But now, it is easy to show that this map R satisfies the Bianchi identity
only if c=0, i.e. R=0 which is impossible. From here, we get that
K(g)=0, hence g is not Berger.
0 0 0 1 0 0 0
The representation MwwMwwMwwMwwMwwMwwM
This is the representation of gl(8, C) on W :=44V with V=C8. It is easy
to see thatup to the action of the Weyl groupthe only spanning triple
is (%1+%2+%3+%4 , %1+%5+%6+%7 , %1&%8). Since there are no spanning
planes, it follows from Lemma 3.19 that the only possible weight of K(g) is
\=0 i.e.; K(g) is a trivial g-module. Thus, dim(K(g))1 by Proposi-
tion 3.4, and in fact, one can show that dim(K(g))=1 and it is spanned by
the curvature map of the symmetric space EC7 SL(8, C).
1 1
The representation M=====M>
It is easy to see thatup to the action of the Weyl groupthe only extremal
spanning triples are (2%1+%2 , &%1&2%2 , 2%1), (%1+2%2 , %1&2%2 , 2%1),
(2%1&%2 , %1+2%2 , 2%1), (2%1+%2 , 2%1&%2 , 2%1), and (2%1&%2 , &%1+2%2 ,
%1+%2). Moreover, there are no spanning planes.
Let x # V2%1+%2 , y # V&%1&2%2 and z # V&2%1&%2 . Suppose that there is a
weight element R # K(g) with 0{R(x, y) # g2%1 . Then R has weight &%1&%2 ;
thus R(x, z) # g&%1&%2 and R( y, z) # g&4%1&2%2=0. However, since (2%1+%2 ,
&%1&2%2 , &%1&%2) is not a spanning triple, we have R(x, z)=0 by
Proposition 3.10. Thus, from the Bianchi identity we get that g2%1 V&2%1&%2
=0, which is impossible. Likewise, we exclude that R(V2%1&%2 , V%1+2%2){0
and R(V2%1+%2 , V2%1&%2){0 for weight elements R # K(g).
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Thus, if R # K(g) is a weight element of weight \{0, then R(x, y) # t0 for
all extremal weight vectors x, y # V. But since there are no spanning planes,
Lemma 3.19 implies that R(x0 , x1)=0 for all extremal weight vectors xi .
From there, the Bianchi identity easily implies that R=0; i.e., K(g) has no
weight elements of weight \{0 and hence, K(g) is a trivial g-module. But
g/csp(V) and therefore, Proposition 3.4 implies that K(g)=0 and hence,
g is not Berger.
0 0 1 0
The representation MwwMwwM=====M<
The only extremal spanning triples areup to the action of the Weyl
group(%1+%3+%4 , %2&%3&%4 , %1+%2) and (%1+%2+%3 , %1&%2&
%3 , 2%1), and there are no spanning planes. Thus, if R # K(g) is a weight
element of weight \{0 then Proposition 3.10 and Lemma 3.19 imply that
R(x0 , x1)=0 for all extremal weight vectors xi , and then the Bianchi
identity yields R=0. Thus, the only possible weight of K(g) is \=0; i.e.,
K(g) is a trivial g-module. But again, g/csp(V), and hence K(g)=0 by
Proposition 3.4; i.e., g is not Berger.
0 0 0 1
The representation MwwMwwM=====M<
The only extremal spanning triples are, up to the action of the Weyl
group, (%1+%2+%3+%4 , %1&%2&%3&%4 , 2%1) and there are no spanning
planes. Then in complete analogy to the previous case we conclude that
K(g) is a trivial g-module and hence, by Proposition 3.4, dim K(g)1. But
indeed, K(g) is one-dimensional and spanned by the curvature map of the
symmetric space EC6 Sp(4, C).
1
0 0 0 0 0
M
for n=7The representation MwwMwwM } } } MwwM 0
M
This representation is the complex spinor representation 2+14 . A calcula-
tion shows that 422+14 $4
5VV, where V=C14.
Every weight is extremal, and one calculates that the only spanning triples
are, up to the action of the Weyl group, ( 12 (%1+ } } } +%7),
1
2 (%1+%2+%3&
%4& } } } &%7), %1+%2) and ( 12(%1+ } } } +%7),
1
2 (%1&%2& } } } &%7), %1+%2).
Thus, for any R # K(g), we have R(x, y)=0 if x, y are weight vectors of
weights 12 (%1+ } } } +%7) and
1
2 (%1+ } } } +%5&%6&%7), respectively, i.e., if
x7 y is the dominant weight vector of 45V/422+14 . Therefore, K(g)/Vg.
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But now, we let x, y, z be weight vectors of weights 12 (%1+ } } } +%7),
1
2 (%1&%2& } } } &%7) and
1
2 (&%1&%2+%3+ } } } +%7), respectively. Then
x7 z, y 7 z # 45V/422+14 , and hence R(x, z)=R( y, z)=0. Thus, by the
Bianchi identity, R(x, y) z=0 for all R # K(g). However, if K(g){0 then
there must be some R # K(g) with 0{R(x, y) # g%1+%2 by Proposition 3.10,
which is a contradiction. Thus, K(g)=0, and g is not Berger.
1
0 0 0 0 0
M
for n=8The representation MwwMwwM } } } MwwM 0
M
The only spanning triples are, up to the action of the Weyl group,
( 12 (%1+ } } } +%8),
1
2 (%1+%2&%3& } } } &%8), %1+%2), and there are no
spanning planes. Thus, since all weights are extremal, Proposition 3.10 and
Lemma 3.19 imply that there are no weight elements R # K(g) of weight
\{0. This implies that K(g) is a trivial g-module and so by Proposition
3.4, dim K(g)1. In fact, dim K(g)=1, and is spanned by the curvature
tensor of the symmetric space EC8 Spin(16, C).
0 0 0 0 1
The representations MwwMwwM } } } M=====M> for n7
These are the complex spinor representations of spin(2n+1) on 22n+1$
2+2n+2 . Since spin(2n+1)/spin(2n+2), it follows that K(spin(2n+1))/
K(spin(2n+2)), and hence by the above we see that K(spin(2n+1))=0
for n=6, 7.
For n=5, we consider K(h)/K(spin(12)) where h=spin(11) acts on
V=211 $2+12 . By Proposition 3.8, each R # K(h) must be of the form
R(x, y)=0(x, y) h+x b (hy)& y b (hx) for some h # spin(12).
Let v # h=. Then 0=(R(x, y), v)=0(x, y) B(h, v)+0(vx, hy)&0(vy, hx)
=0(x, y) B(h, v)&0((hv+vh) x, y) for all x, y # 211 , and hence,
hv+vh=B(h, v) IdV
for all h # K(h) and v # h=.
However, a calculation then shows that this implies that h=0; i.e.,
K(h)=0 and h is not Berger.
For n=4, we consider h=spin(9) acting on V=29 . It is well known
that h/so(V), and hence hC IdV is not Berger by Proposition 3.2. Also,
a calculation shows that K(h) is one-dimensional and is spanned by the
curvature of the symmetric space FC4 (Spin(9, C)).
For n=3, we have h=spin(7) acting on V=27 . Again, h/so(V); hence
hC IdV is not Berger. On the other hand, spin(7) is one of the classically
known examples of Riemannian holonomies; hence it is Berger.
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The adjoint representations
Let g be a complex simple Lie algebra with rk(g)2, acting on V=g via
the adjoint representation ad: g  End(g). Then ad(g)/so(g) with the
inner product being given by the Killing form on g, and hence by Proposi-
tion 3.2, ad(g)C Idg is not Berger. Fix elements 0{A: # g: for each
: # 2. Moreover, we denote elements of t by A0 , B0 , ... .
Suppose there is an element R # K(ad(g)) of weight \ # 2. We denote
R(x, y) by [x, y], and thus, the first Bianchi identity reads
[[x, y], z]+[[ y, z], x]+[[z, x], y]=0. (31)
Moreover, since R is symmetric, we have the identity
B([x, y], [z, w])=B([z, w], [x, y]). (32)
In particular, [x, y]=0 whenever [x, y]=0, thus [A0 , B0]=0 for all A0 ,
B0 # t.
Let &\{: # 2 be a root such that :+\ # 2. Then, for weight reasons,
there is a _: # t* such that [A0 , A:]=_:(A0) A:+\ for all A0 # t. Now
applying (31) to (x, y, z)=(A0 , A: , A&(:+\)) implies that _:(A0)[A:+\ ,
A&(:+\)]+_&(:+\)(A0)[A: , A&:]=0. Since :, :+\ are linearly inde-
pendent, so are [A: , A&:] and [A\+: , A&(\+:)], and thus _:=0 for all
:{&\, i.e.
[A0 , A:]=0 for all : # 2, :{&\.
If :, ;{&\ are roots such that :+;+\{0, then applying (31) to
(x, y, z)=(A0 , A: , A;), we conclude that [A: , A;]=0 for all such roots.
If :, ;, # # 2 are pairwise different roots such that :+;+\=0, then
applying (31) to (x, y, z)=(A: , A; , A#) and using the preceding remark,
we get #([A: , A;])=0 for all such roots #. All this now implies that
[A: , A;]=0 for all roots :, ;{&\.
But then, if x, y # g are arbitrary, applying (32) with z=A0 , w=A: , we
get that B([x, y], A:)=0 for all :{ &\; choosing :, ; # 2 with :+;+
\=0 and applying (32) with z=A: , w=A; , we get B([x, y], A&\)=0.
Finally, for z=A: , w=A&: , we get B([x, y], [A: , A&:])=0 for all
:{\\. All of this implies that [x, y]=0 for all x, y # g; i.e., R=0 which
is impossible.
This implies that K(ad(g)) does not have roots as weights, and hence is
a trivial g-module. From here, Proposition 3.4 implies that dim K(ad(g))1,
and clearly, dim K(ad(g))=1, spanned by [x, y]=[x, y]. This is the
curvature of the symmetric space (G_G)2G.
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The representations whose dominant weight is a short root
An argument similar to that for the adjoint representations applies to
these representations, as long as dim V02, where V0 denotes the 0-weight
space, and shows that all those are symmetric. This implies in particular,
that the corresponding subgroups are symmetric if 2 is of type Cn with
n3, or if 2 is of type F4 . The corresponding symmetric spaces are
SL(2n, C)Sp(n, C) for n3, and EC6 F
C
4 .
If 2 is of type Bn , then we obtain the standard representation of so(2n+1)
which was already discussed. If 2 is of type G2 , we get the 7-dimensional
representation of G2 ; this representation is orthogonal, and thus its conformal
extension is not Berger by Proposition 3.2. The representation of G2 itself,
however, is one of the classically known examples of a Berger group [Bes].
3.5. Complex Tensor Representations
In this section, we shall classify the irreducible Berger algebras whose
semi-simple part is not simple. In the complex category, this implies that
the representation is a tensor representation. That is, we have V=V1V2 .
Moreover, there is a natural map End(V1)End(V2)  End(V) which is
induced by the tensor representation. We denote the image of this map by
g/End(V) and its semi-simple part by g0 .
It is not hard to see that any irreducible Lie algebra h/g is of the form
h=h1h2 with irreducible hi /End(Vi). We denote the sets of weights
and roots of hi by 8i and 2i, respectively. Then 2=21 _ 22 and 8=
81+82. Also, if : # 21, then 8:=81:+8
2.
We first consider the case where dim Vi3 for i=1, 2. We get the
following classification.
Proposition 3.20. Let V1 , V2 be finite dimensional complex vector
spaces with ni :=dim Vi3, and let V=V1V2 , g, g0 /End(V) as above.
If h/g acts irreducibly on V, then h is a Berger algebra iff it is congruent
to an entry of the following list where in each case, V=Cn1 Cn2.
h K(h) symmetric
gl(n1 , C)gl(n2 , C) V*V* no
sl(n1 , C)sl(n2 , C) x2 V* no
so(n1 , C)so(n2 , C) C yes
sp \n12 , C+sp \
n2
2
, C+ C yes
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For the proof, we need several lemmas.
Lemma 3.21. Let V=V1V2 , g, g0 /End(V) as above, and suppose
that h$h1h2 /g is an irreducible Berger algebra. Then 8 i: consists of at
most two elements for every : # 2i.
Proof. Suppose there is an : # 21 for which 81: has more than two
elements. By Proposition 3.10, there is a spanning triple (*0++0 , *1++1 ,
:), *i # 81, + i # 82. Since dim V23, 82 contains at least three elements.
Thus, there are elements * # 81: , *{*0 , *1 and + # 8
2, +{+1 , +2 . But then,
*++ # 8: , and (*&*i)+(+&+ i)  2. This contradiction finishes the proof.
K
Lemma 3.22. Let h/End(V) be an irreducible subalgebra, and let hs be
the semi-simple part of h. Suppose that for some : # 2 the set 8: contains at
most two elements. Then hs is conjugate to one of the following representations.
1. sl(n, C) acting on Cn; in this case, 8: is singleton for all : # 2.
2. so(n, C) acting on Cn. In this case, 8: contains two elements for all
: # 2, and their sum equals :.
3. sp(n, C) acting on C2n. In this case, 8: contains two elements if
: # 2 is short, and their sum equals :, and 8:=[ 12:] if : # 2 is long.
4. g2 acting on C7. Then 8: contains two elements if : is long, but
three elements if : is short.
5. spin(7, C) acting on C8. Then 8: contains two elements if : is long,
and their sum equals :, and 8: contains three elements if : is short.
6. sl(2, C)sl(n, C) acting on C2 Cn; in this case, 8: contains two
elements if : is a root of the sl(n, C)-summand, and contains n elements if
: is a root of the sl(2, C)-summand.
7. sl(2, C)sp(n, C) acting on C2C2n; in this case, 8: contains two
elements if : is a long root of the sp(n, C)-summand; 8: contains four elements
if : is a short root of the sp(n, C)-summand, and it contains 2n elements if
: is a root of the sl(2, C)-summand.
Proof. Suppose that 8: contains at most two elements for some : # 2.
Clearly, |(*, :) |2 for all * # 8, since otherwise *+k: # 8: for k=1, 2, 3.
Suppose that (*, :)=&2 for some * # 8. Then 8:=[*+:, *+2:]. If
there is a ; # 2 with (;, :) =1 then, after replacing ; by :&; if necessary,
we may assume that (*, ;)<0, and thus *+:+; # 8: , which is a contra-
diction, as ;{0, :. Thus, there is no ; # 2 with (;, :)=1. This means
that either rk hs=1, or 2 is of type Bn with : short. In the first case
hs /End(V) is the standard representation of so(3, C) on C3, while in the
second case we have the standard representation of so(2n+1, C) on C2n+1,
n2.
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Next, suppose that |(*, :) |1 for all * # 8, and suppose there is a ; # 2=:
with (*, ;)=&1. Then 8:=[*+:, *+:+;]. Thus, ; # 2=: with this
property is unique, and it follows that [\;] is a direct summand of 2=: .
This implies that 2 is of type A3 , Bn (with : long), Cn (with : short), Dn ,
G2 or 2 contains A1 as a direct summand. For all these, one can show that
they yield the representations listed above.
Finally, suppose that (*, :)=1 and (*, ;)=0 for all ; # 2=: . If 2 is not
of type An , then this implies that *= 12 :, which is possible only if 2 is of
type Cn , and this yields the standard representation of sp(n, C). If 2 is of
type An , then all this implies that the representation is the standard
representation of sl(n, C) on Cn. K
Proof of Proposition 3.20. Since by Lemma 3.21 8 i: must contain at
most two elements for all : # 2i, it follows from Lemma 3.22 that only cases
1, 2, 3 and case 6 for n=2 can occur. In the latter case, we have hs $
sl(2, C)sl(2, C) acting on C2C2, which is equivalent to the standard
representation of so(4, C) on C4.
Thus, if h=h1h2 /g is a Berger algebra, then the semi-simple parts
(hi)s are either sl(n i , C), so(ni , C) or sp(
ni
2 , C) with their standard represen-
tations. But now from the explicit description of the curvature tensor in
(25), it follows that h1=so(n1 , C) implies h2=so(n2 , C) and dim K(h)=1,
and likewise, h1=sp(
n1
2 , C) implies h2=sp(
n2
2 , C) and dim K(h)=1. This
proves the proposition. K
Now we turn to the case where V=V1 V2 with dim V1=2. In this
case, h$sl(2, C)h2 with an irreducible subalgebra h2 /End(V2). We
begin with the following proposition.
Proposition 3.23. Let V=V1V2 and h, h2 as in the preceding paragraph,
and suppose that h is an irreducible Berger algebra. If sl(2, C) acts trivially
on K(h) then h is symmetric.
Proof. We fix a basis e1 , e2 of V1 , and let ( , ) denote the determinant
of V1 . Elements of V1 and V2 will be denoted by e, f, ... and x, y, ... respectively.
Since K1(h)/V*K(h)$V 1* (V2*K(h)) and since, by hypothesis,
V2*K(h) is a trivial sl(2, C)-module, it follows that K 1(h)=V1*W
for some subspace W/V 2*K(h). Pick ,1 # W, and define an element
, # K1(h) by
,(e1x) :=0, ,(e2 x) :=,1(x).
Then the second Bianchi identity for the triple (e1x, e1y, e2z) yields
,1(z)(e1x, e1 y)=0, and hence, by polarization, ,1(z)(ex, fy)=
(e, f ) (z)(x, y), where (z) # x2 V 2*h. Since ,1(z) # W is sl(2, C)-
invariant, so is (z), and hence (z) # x2 V2*h2 .
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Next, consider the first Bianchi identity for ,1(z) # K(h) for the triple
(e1 x, e1y, e2w). It follows that (z)(w, x) } y=(z)(w, y) } x, and
hence, (z) # h (2)2 .
But there are only four irreducible Lie algebras h2 for which h (2)2 {0 (cf.
Table IV), and for these it is easy to show that K(h) is not a trivial sl(2, C)-
module. Thus, we have that =0; i.e., W=0, and hence, K 1(h)=0. K
Now we obtain the following classification.
Proposition 3.24. Let V=V1V2 and h, h2 as above; i.e., dim V1=2
and h2 /End(V2) is irreducible. Suppose that h=sl(2, C)h2 /End(V) is
a non-symmetric irreducible Berger algebra. Then h2 is congruent to the standard
representation of one of the Lie algebras so(n, C), sp(n, C), sl(n, C), or gl(n, C).
We begin with the following lemma.
Lemma 3.25. Let V=V1V2 and h, h2 as above. If h is a non-sym-
metric irreducible Berger algebra then 82: contains at most two elements for
some : # 22. Moreover, if the semi-simple part of h2 is simple, then this holds
true for all : # 22.
Proof. The claim is obvious if dim V2=2. Thus, we assume from now
on that dim V23.
Let W/K(h) be the subspace spanned by weight elements R # K(h) of
weight &20++, where + is in the weight lattice of h2 and 0 is the gener-
ator of the weight lattice of sl(2, C). Since h is a non-symmetric Berger
algebra, Proposition 3.23 implies that W{0. Evidently, W is h2 -invariant.
Thus, s :=[R(u, v) | u, v # V, R # W]/h is also h2 -invariant.
Suppose s/h1 . Then the first Bianchi identity for (e1x, e1y, e2z)
for independent x, y, z # V2 yields R=0; i.e., W=0 which is a contradiction.
Thus, 0{s & h2 Ih2 . If : is a root of s & h2 , then evidently, there are
a weight element R # W of weight &20++, and weight vectors u, v # V
such that R(u, v)=A: . Then u, v have weights 0+*i , i=0, 1, for some
*i # 82, and by Proposition 3.10, (0+*0 , 0+*1 , :) is a spanning triple.
Note that 8:=[\0+* | * # 82:].
If there was an element * # 82: with *{*0 , *1 , then &0+* # 8
2
: , but
(&0+*)&(0+*i)  2, which is a contradiction. Therefore, ,2: contains
at most the two elements *0 and *1 .
Finally, if h2 is simple, then s & h2=h2 , and hence the above argument
applies to all : # 22. K
Proof of Proposition 3.24. By Lemmas 3.22 and 3.25, we only must rule
out the representation with h2=sl(2, C)h3 on C2Cn, where h3=sl(n, C)
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or sp( n2 , C) with their standard representations. In these cases, h$so(4, C)
h3 acting on V=C4Cn. However, these were already shown not to be
Berger algebras in Proposition 3.20. K
4. EXISTENCE RESULTS
In the previous chapter, we have characterized those irreducible subalgebras
h/End(V) which are Berger and hence satisfy a necessary condition to occur
as the holonomy of a torsion free connection on some manifold. However, this
is still far from showing the existence of such connections. In fact, even
in the case of Riemannian holonomies, more than three decades passed
between the classification of Riemannian Berger algebras [Ber1] and the
proof of their existence in all cases [Br2].
The method that was used in the latter reference is based on the method
of exterior differential systems and will be described in the following section.
It turns out that this method applies to most other cases of Berger algebras
as well, thus showing the existence of torsion free connections with these
holonomies. We shall give only a brief outline of this method in Section 4.1,
but shall refer the reader to [Br2, Br3, Br4] for a more thorough treatment.
There is another method to construct torsion free connections with prescribed
holonomy which is based on deformations of linear Poisson structures
[CMS1, CMS2]. As it turns out, this method is universal in the class of
symplectic holonomies, that is, any torsion free connection whose
absolutely irreducible holonomy group H is properly contained in
Sp(V, 0) locally comes from this construction. We shall summarize this
method and some of its applications in Section 4.3.
4.1. Exterior Differential Systems
Let M be a manifold of dimension n, and let ?: F  M be its total
coframe bundle. Given a closed Lie subgroup H/Aut(V), where dim V=
n, the H-structures F/F on M correspond to the section of the quotient
bundle SH :=FH. We shall now describe an exterior differential system on
SH whose integral manifolds are the sections of SH corresponding to torsion
free H-structures [Br2, Br3, Br4].
We fix a basis e1 , ..., en of V and let \1 , ..., \n be the dual basis. Since
h/gl(n, F) is a linear subspace, there are constants c lij for i, j=1, ..., n and
l=1, ..., d such that
A # h iff :
i, j
c lij (A\i) 7 \1 7 } } } 7 \^j 7 } } } 7 \n=0 for l=1, ..., d.
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On F, we decompose the V-valued tautological 1-form % as %=i %iei , and
define for q=1, ..., n
Iq(h) :={,= :i, j1 , ..., jq cij1 } } } jq d% 7 %j1 7 } } } 7 %jq } A + ,=0 for all A # h= .
Moreover, we let 0 :=%1 7 } } } 7 %n .
Lemma 4.1. F/F is an integral submanifold of (I*(h), 0) iff F is (an
open subset of ) a torsion free H-structure.
Proof. Suppose F/F is an integral submanifold. Since 0| F {0, it
follows that the restriction ?: F  M is a submersion. Also, A
*
# TF for
some A # gl(n, F) iff A + I*(h)=0, and since h is uniquely characterized by
this property, this happens iff A # h. Therefore, F is an open subset of an
H-structure ?: F $  M, and since clearly, I*(h) is H-invariant, it follows
that F $ is also an integral submanifold, thus we may assume that F=F $.
Let | be a connection on F, and let 3=d%+| 7 % be its torsion.
Decomposing 3=i 3iei , using that ,|F #0 for all , # I*(h) and substituting
d%i=3i&(|7 %)i , we conclude that there is an h-valued 1-form : such that
3=: 7%. Thus, if we replace the connection | by the connection |$=|&:,
then |$ is torsion free, thus F admits a torsion free connection and is hence
a torsion free H-structure.
Conversely, if ?: F  M is an H-structure with a torsion free connection
|, then it is straightforward to verify that I*(h)|F #0, and hence F is an
integral submanifold of (I*(h), 0). K
Since I*(h) is invariant under the right action of H on F, it follows that
there is a differential ideal I*(h) on SH such that I*(h)=?*(I(h)) where
?: F  SH is the natural projection. The independence condition 0 is
invariant under H up to multiples; hence there is an n-form 0H on SH such
that ?*(0H)= f0 for some non-vanishing function f on F.
Therefore, if S/SH is an integral manifold of the differential system
(I*(h), 0H), then ?&1(S) is an H-structure which is integral to the system
(I*(h), 0) and hence is torsion free by Lemma 4.1. Thus, we have the
following result.
Corollary 4.2. There is a one-to-one correspondence between torsion
free H-structures on M and integral manifolds of the exterior differential
system (I*(h), 0H) on SH described above.
For many subgroups H/Aut(V), it turns out that the exterior differen-
tial system (I*(h), 0H) on SH is involutive and therefore amenable to the
CartanKa hler theorem [BCG3]. This was the key to the original proof of
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TABLE V
Local Generality of Metric Holonomies (Modulo Diffeomorphisms)
n H Local generality
p+q2 SO( p, q) 12 n(n&1) of n
2p SO( p, C) 12 p( p&1)
C of pC
2( p+q)4 U( p, q) 1 of n
2( p+q)4 SU( p, q) 2 of n&1
4( p+q)8 Sp( p, q) 2( p+q) of (2p+2q+1)
4( p+q)8 Sp( p, q) } Sp(1) 2( p+q) of (2p+2q+1)
4p8 Sp( p, R) } SL(2, R) 2p of (2p+1)
8p16 Sp( p, C) } SL(2, C) 2pC of (2p+1)C
7 G2 6 of 6
7 G$2 6 of 6
14 GC2 6
C of 6C
8 Spin(7) 12 of 7
8 Spin(4, 3) 12 of 7
16 Spin(7, C) 12C of 7C
Note. ‘‘d of l ’’ means ‘‘d functions of l variables.’’
local existence of the exceptional holonomies G2 and Spin(7) in dimensions
7 and 8 [Br2]. In fact, the local generality of torsion free connections with
holonomy H has been determined [Br4]. We list the results obtained for
the metric holonomies, i.e., for the holonomies of Levi-Civita connections of
(pseudo-) Riemannian manifolds, in Table V.
4.2. Poisson Manifolds
Let us briefly recall the definition and basic properties of a Poisson
manifold. For a more detailed exposition, see, e.g., [LM] or [V].
Definition 4.3. A Poisson manifold is a differentiable manifold P together
with a bilinear map, called the Poisson bracket,
[ , ]: }2 C (P, R)  C (P, R),
satisfying the following identities:
(i) the bracket is skew-symmetric,
[ f, g]=&[g, f ];
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(ii) the bracket satisfies the Jacobi identity,
[ f, [g, h]]+[g, [h, f ]]+[h, [ f, g]]=0;
(iii) the bracket satisfies the Leibnitz rule in each of its arguments,
[ f, gh]=[ f, g] h+ g[ f, h].
It is well known that on every Poisson manifold (P, [ , ]), there exists a
unique smooth bivector field 4 # 1(P, 42TP) such that the Poisson bracket
is given by
[ f, g]=4(df, dg). (33)
Contraction with 4 yields a homomorphism 4*: T*P  TP. For any 1-form
: # 01(P) we get a vector field ’: :=4*:, and by abuse of notation, we let
’f :=’df for functions f # C(P). Vector fields of the form ’f are called
Hamiltonian vector fields. Thus, ’f is determined by the equation
’f (g)=(4* df )(g)=[ f, g] for all f, g # C(P, R). (34)
Moreover, the Jacobi identity and the Leibnitz rule imply that
[’f , ’g]=’[ f, g] and ’fg= f’g+ g’f . (35)
The half-rank at p # P of the Poisson structure is the smallest integer r such
that
4r+1( p)=0;
the rank at p # P is twice the half-rank. It follows that the rank at p equals
the rank of 4*p : T p*P  TpP and analogously, we define the corank at p # P
to be the corank of 4*p . The Poisson structure is called non-degenerate at
p if 4*p is an isomorphism, i.e., if the rank at p equals the dimension of P.
In particular, if P is non-degenerate at a point then P must be even dimen-
sional, and the set of non-degenerate points is open in P. If P is non-degenerate
everywhere, then there is a natural symplectic 2-form 0 on P such that 4*
is precisely the index-raising map associated to 0. In fact, it is well known
that symplectic structures are in a natural one-to-one correspondence with
non-degenerate Poisson structures.
The characteristic field (characteristic cofield, respectively) of the Poisson
structure is the subset C/TP (C*/T*P, respectively) given by
C=4*(T*P), C*=ker 4*.
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Thus, the dimension of Cp (Cp*, respectively) equals the rank (corank,
respectively) of the Poisson structure at p. A characteristic leaf 7/P is a
submanifold for which Tp7=Cp for all p # 7. From (34) and (35), it
follows that through each p # P there is a locally unique characteristic leaf
and the set of functions which vanish on 7 form a Poisson ideal; hence
there is a naturally induced Poisson structure on 7. Clearly, this Poisson
structure on 7 is non-degenerate. Thus it follows that every characteristic
leaf of a Poisson manifold carries a natural symplectic structure.
On P, there is also a bracket on 01(P), the space of 1-forms on P, given
by
[:, ;] :=L’: ;&L’; :&d (4, : 7 ;) , (36)
which satisfies for all f, g # C(P) and :, ; # 01(P)
[df, dg]=d[ f, g], [:, f;]=’:( f ) ;+ f[:, ;] and
(37)
’[:, ;]=[’: , ’;].
One verifies easily that (01(P), [ , , ]) with the bracket from (36) is a Lie
algebra and 1(C*)/01(P) is an ideal. Moreover, by (37), for each p # P
there is a unique Lie algebra structure on Cp* such that the evaluation map
1(C*)  Cp*
is a Lie algebra epimorphism.
For each characteristic leaf 7/P, the restriction C*  7 is a vector bundle.
Since conjugation with the flow of a vector field ’: for any : # 01(P) induces
a Lie algebra isomorphism of 1(C*), it follows that Cp* $Cq* for all p,
q # 7 so that C*  7 is a Lie algebra bundle.
Definition 4.4. Let (P, [ , ]) be a Poisson manifold. A symplectic
realization of P is a symplectic manifold (S, 0) and a submersion
?: S  P
which is compatible with the Poisson structures; i.e.;
[?*( f ), ?*(g)]S=?*([ f, g]) for all f, g # C(P, R), (38)
where the Poisson bracket [ , ]S on S is induced by the symplectic structure.
The following fact can be proven from the local description of Poisson
manifolds in suitable coordinates.
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Proposition 4.5 [V, Theorem 8.2]. Let (P, [ , ]) be a Poisson manifold.
Then for every point p0 # P, there are an open neighborhood U of p0 and a
symplectic realization ?: S  U.
Examples. 1. P=R2n+k with coordinates xi , y i , z: , i=1, ..., n,
:=1, ..., k. Then the following defines a Poisson bracket:
[ f, g] :=:
i
f
xi
g
yi
&
f
yi
g
x i
.
Let S :=R2n+2k with coordinates xi , yi , z: , w: and the symplectic form
0 :=i dxi 7 dy i+: dz: 7 dw: . Then the projection ?: S  P onto the
first 2n+k coordinates is a symplectic realization of P.
2. The Kirillov bracket. Let g be a (finite dimensional) Lie algebra.
Then its dual space g* has a Poisson structure given by [ f, g](:)=
(:, [df: , dg:]). This makes sense, since df: , dg: # T :* g*$g**$g.
Let S :=T*G where G is a Lie group with Lie algebra g. Then the right
invariant dual of the MaurerCartan form |: T*G  g* is a symplectic
realization of g.
In general, however, we cannot expect the existence of a global symplectic
realization of a Poisson manifold P. In fact, even if the Poisson structure on
P has constant rank, the obstruction for the existence of a global symplectic
realization is given by a class in H 3rel(P, F), where F is the foliation by
symplectic leafs [V].
If ?: S  P is a symplectic realization then, in order to avoid confusion,
we denote the Hamiltonian vector fields on S by !h , where h # C(S),
while we continue to denote the Hamiltonian vector fields on P by ’f for
f # C(P). With this, we have for all f, g # C(P)
[!?*( f ) , !?*(g)]=![?*( f ), ?*(g)]S by (35)
=!?*([ f, g]) by (38). (39)
This implies, on the one hand, that the space
X :=[!?*( f ) | f # C (P)]/X(S)
forms an infinite dimensional subalgebra of the Lie algebra X(S) of vector
fields on S, and on the other hand, that the distribution 5 on S given by
5s=[(!?*( f ))s | f # C(P)] for all s # S
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is integrable. Evidently, (!?*( f ))s only depends on df?(s) , and since ? is a
submersion, the map ?*: T?(s)P  TsS is injective. Thus, the canonical
map
3: 5s  T*?(s)P
(40)
(!?*f)s [ df?(s)
is a linear isomorphism and hence, 5 has constant rank equal to the
dimension of P. Also, by (34) and (38) we have
?
*
(!?*( f ))=’f for all f # C (P). (41)
Thus, if F/S is an integral leaf of 5 then by (41), there is a symplectic leaf
7/P such that ?: F  7 is a submersion.
Definition 4.6. Let ?: S  P be a symplectic realization of the Poisson
manifold P. Let 5 be the distribution from before and let F/S be an
integral leaf of 5 such that the restriction ?: F  7 is a submersion for
some characteristic leaf 7/P.
We call a vector field X on F (U/F, respectively) an infinitesimal Poisson
symmetry on F (local infinitesimal Poisson symmetry, respectively) if
[X, X]=0, i.e., if [!?*f , X]=0 for all f # C(P).
F is called symmetrically complete if each local infinitesimal Poisson
symmetry is the restriction of a (global) infinitesimal Poisson symmetry
and if all infinitesimal Poisson symmetries are complete.
Lemma 4.7. Let ?: S  P be a symplectic realization of the Poisson
manifold P, let F/S be an integral leaf of 5, and let X # X(F ) a (local )
infinitesimal Poisson symmetry on F. Then ?
*
(X)=0.
Proof. Let f # C(P) and note that by the Leibnitz rule, !?*( f 2)=
2?*( f ) !?*( f ) . Thus, by definition of infinitesimal Poisson symmetries,
0=[X, !?*( f 2)]
=2[X, ?*( f ) !?*( f )]
=2 df (?
*
X) !?*( f ) .
But now, if df{0 then !?*( f ) {0 so that df (?*X)=0 for all f # C
; i.e.,
?
*
X=0. K
Fix an integral leaf F/S of 5 and let Fp :=?&1( p)/F for p # 7. By
(41), TsFp=3&1(Cp*) for all p # 7 and s # Fp , i.e. +p :=3&1 is a Lie
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algebra valued one-form on Fp . By (39), + satisfies the MaurerCartan
equation d+++ 7+=0. Thus, if Fp is simply connected, there is an immersion
}p : Fp  Gp ,
where Gp is a Lie group with Lie algebra Cp*, such that }p*(+~ )=+, where
+~ is the MaurerCartan form on Gp .
A vector fields Xp on Fp satisfies [!?*(:) , Xp]=0 for all : # Cp* iff
[d}(!?*(:)), d}(Xp)]=0 for all these :. Since the vector fields d}(!?*(:))
constitute all left invariant vector fields on Gp , it follows that this happens
iff d}(Xp) is right invariant. We call such a vector field Xp a fiber symmetry
on Fp . Thus, the fiber symmetries form a Lie algebra isomorphic to Cp*
which we denote by Sp and the union S := Sp is a Lie algebra bundle
over 7.
The sections X # 1(S) are those vector fields X on F with ?
*
(X)=0 and
[!?*(:) , X]=0 for all : # 1(C*). Since 1(C*)/01(P) is an ideal, it follows
that for an arbitrary : # 01(P) we have [!?*(:) , X] # 1(S), and thus, the
formula
{’: X :=[!?*(:) , X]
yields a well-defined connection on S  7. Evidently, this connection is
flat, and the infinitesimal Poisson symmetries on F are the vector fields
which correspond to global flat sections. In particular, if we assume that 7
is simply connected, then through each Xp # Sp there is a unique flat
section X, so that we have the following result.
Proposition 4.8. Let ?: F  7 be the submersion from above. Then
the Lie algebra of local infinitesimal Poisson symmetries is isomorphic to
g :=Cp* for any p # 7. Moreover, if 7 and all fibers Fp :=?&1( p) are simply
connected, then every local infinitesimal Poisson symmetry is the restriction
of a (global ) infinitesimal Poisson symmetry.
Since the local infinitesimal Poisson symmetries act locally transitive on
Fp , it follows that F is symmetrically complete iff ?: F  7 is a principal
G-bundle where G is a Lie group with Lie algebra g.
We end this section by the following easy
Lemma 4.9. Let ?: F  7 be the submersion as above, and let V/X be
a linear subspace (not necessarily a subalgebra) such that the evaluation
V  TsF is surjective for each s # F. Then a vector field X is a (local )
infinitesimal Poisson symmetry iff [!, X]=0 for all ! # V and ?
*
(X)=0.
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Proof. The first direction follows from the definition and Lemma 4.7.
For the converse, we may work locally. Let X be a vector field with
?
*
(X)=0 and [!, X]=0 for all ! # V. Then the restriction of X to Fp yields
a vector field Xp on Fp . For :0 # Cp*, there is a !?*(:) # V such that :p=:0 ,
so that [!?*(:0) , Xp]=0 for all :0 # Cp*. Thus, Xp is a fiber symmetry for all
p and hence X yields a section of S  7. Moreover, {?*(!) X=0 for all
! # V by definition, and thus, X is parallel. K
4.3. Construction of Symplectic Torsion Free Connections
We now turn to the construction of torsion free connections via Poisson
structures. First of all, let us set up some notation.
Let V be a finite dimensional vector space and let H/Aut(V) be any
connected closed Lie subgroup with Lie algebra h/End(V). As before, we
consider the spaces of formal curvature maps K(h) and of formal curvature
derivatives K1(h). Moreover, we define the set of full curvature maps
K0(h) :=[R # K(h) | ([R(x, y) | x, y # V]) =h]. (42)
Let W :=hV. We shall denote elements of h and V by A, B, ..., and x,
y, ..., respectively, and elements of W by w, w$, ... . We may regard W as the
semi-direct product of Lie algebras; i.e., we define a Lie algebra structure
on W by the equation
[A+x, B+ y] :=[A, B]+A } y&B } x.
This induces a Poisson structure on the dual space W*. Now, we wish to
perturb this Poisson structure. For this, we need
Definition 4.10. A C -map ,: h*  42V* is called deforming if
(i) , is H-equivariant;
(ii) for every p # h*, the dual map (d,p)*: 42V  h is contained
in K(h).
Now, the following important observation is easily proven.
Proposition 4.11. Let V, h/End(V), W and K(h) as above, and let
,: h*  42V* be a deforming map. Let 8 :=, b pr, where pr: W*  h* is
the natural projection. Then the following bracket on W* is Poisson:
[ f, g]( p) :=p([A+x, B+ y])+8( p)(x, y). (43)
Here, dfp=A+x and dgp=B+ y are the decompositions of dfp , dgp #
T p*W*$W.
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Note that for ,=0, we simply obtain the Poisson structure induced by
the Lie algebra structure on W.
Consider a Poisson structure on W* induced by a deforming map
,: h*  42V* and let ?: S  U be a symplectic realization of an open subset
U/W*. Let F/S be an integral leaf of 5 and ?: F  7 be the projection,
where 7/W* is an integral leaf. Recall the map 3: TFs  T*?(s) W* from
(40). Since W* is a vector space, we have T*?(s)W*$W**$W canonically, so
that we may regard 3 as a W-valued 1-form on F. We decompose 3=|+%,
where | and % are 1-forms on F with values in h and V, respectively.
Each w # W may be regarded as a (linear) function on U/W*, and we
shall write !w instead of !?*(w) # X(F ). From (39) we have [!w1 , !w2]=
![w1, w2], so that by (43) we have
[!A , !B]=![A, B]
[!A , !x]=!A } x (44)
[!x , !y](s)=!d8( p)(x, y) where p=?(s),
where A, B # h and x, y # V. In terms of 3=|+% this is equivalent to
d%=&| 7 %
(45)
d|=&| 7 |&?*(d8) b (% 7 %).
Here, d8 is regarded as a map on U with values in K(h)/42V*h.
The first equation in (44) implies that the flow along the vector fields
[!A | A # h] induces a locally free H-action on F/S. After shrinking F if
necessary, we may assume that M :=FH is a manifold. From (45) it
follows that there are a unique torsion free connection on M and a unique
immersion @: F/FV into the V-valued coframe bundle FV of M such that
%=@*(%

) and |=@*(|

), where %

and |

are the tautological and the
connection 1-form on FV , respectively. Clearly, the holonomy of this
connection is contained in H and its curvature is represented by ?*(d8).
Definition 4.12. Let ,: h*  42V be a deforming map. Then a torsion
free connection which is obtained from the above construction is called a
Poisson connection induced by ,.
We then get the following result.
Theorem 4.13. Let V, h/End(V) and K(h) be as before, and let K0(h)/
K(h) be as in (42). Consider a deforming map ,: h*  42V*. Furthermore,
suppose that the open set U0 /h* given by
U0 :=(d,)&1 (K0(h))
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is non-empty. Then there exist Poisson connections induced by , whose
holonomy representations are equivalent to h. Moreover, if ,|U0 is not affine,
then not all of these connections are locally symmetric.
Proof. Let ?: S  U be a symplectic realization where U/U0V*/
W* which exists by Proposition 4.5. Then the above construction produces
Poisson connections induced by , on some manifold M=FH. By (42),
(45), and the AmbroseSinger Holonomy Theorem [AS], the holonomy of
this connection equals H.
To show the last part, let us assume that all connections which arise in
this way are locally symmetric. Let w :=( p, q) # U0V*. Then we may
choose the symplectic realization ?: S  U and F/S such that w # ?(F ).
It is then easy to show by (45) that the corresponding connection on
M :=FH is locally symmetric iff L!x(?*(d8))=0 for all x # V. Since ? is
a submersion this is equivalent to L’x(d8)=0 for all x # V, or Lpr*(’x)(d,)
=0 for all x # V. But now a calculation shows that for all A # h,
( pr
*
(’x)w)(A)=&q(A } x)=&}(qx)(A),
where }: V*V  h* is the natural projection. Thus, by our assumption,
it follows that L}(qx)(d,)p=0 for all qx # V*V and p # U0 . Since } is
surjective this implies
L:(d,)p=0 for all : # h*, p # U0 ,
i.e., d,|U0 is constant. hence ,|U0 is affine. K
By Theorem 4.13 it will suffice to address the question of existence of deform-
ing maps , in order to construct connections with prescribed holonomy.
Let P(k)(h) be the kth prolongation of K(h)/42V*h (cf. [Br4] for the
definition). Then P(k)(h) is given by
P(k)(h)=(xk+1(h)42V*) & (xk(h)K(h)),
where both are regarded as subspaces of xk(h)h42V*. Suppose that
there is an H-invariant element ,k # P (k&1)(h). If we regard ,k as a polyno-
mial map of degree k, ,k : h*  42V*, then it follows that ,k is deforming.
Conversely, given an analytic map ,: h*  42V with analytic expansion at
0 # h*
,=,0+,1+ } } } ,
then it is straightforward to show that , is deforming iff all ,k are, iff
,k # (P(k&1)(h))H.
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Consider an element ,2 # (P(1)(h))H. On the one hand, we may regard ,2
as an element of hK(h); on the other hand, it is easy to verify that also
,2 # VK1(h)/VV*K(h). Thus, by the natural contractions, ,2
induces H-equivariant linear maps
,$2 : h*  K(h)
(46)
,"2 : V*  K1(h).
Theorem 4.14. Let H/Aut(V) be a closed irreducible subgroup with
Lie algebra h/End(V), and suppose that there is an element ,2 # (P(1)(h))H
such that the corresponding H-equivariant maps ,$2 and ,"2 from (46) are
isomorphisms.
Then every torsion free affine connection whose holonomy is contained in
H is a Poisson connection induced by a polynomial map
,=,2+{,
with ,2 # P(1)(h) from above and some H-invariant ( possibly vanishing)
2-form {.
For the proof, we shall need the following lemma.
Lemma 4.15. Let H/Aut(V) be an irreducible representation of a
connected, reductive Lie group H, and let h/End(V) be the corresponding
Lie algebra. If { # V*V* satisfies the condition
{(x, A } y)={( y, A } x) for all x, y # V and A # h, (47)
then { is skew-symmetric and hence an H-invariant 2-form.
Proof. Clearly, the problem is invariant under complexification, thus
we assume that h and V are complex. Let P/V*V* be the subspace of
all { satisfying (47). It is easy to verify that P is H-invariant. If rk(h)=1,
then by the ClebschGordan formula we must have that P=(P & x2 V*)
 (P & 42V*). But it is easy to show that P & x2 V*=0, and so the claim
follows.
Let us now assume that rk(h)>1. Suppose there is an element { # P of
weight \{0. Let x+ , x* # V be elements of weights + and *. Then applying
(47) with A # t, we see that {(x+ , x*) *={(x* , x+) +. Thus, if {(x+ , x*){0,
we have that *, + are linearly dependent and *+++\=0, hence
if {(x* , x+){0 then *=c1 \, +=c2\ with c1+c2+1=0.
(48)
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Let *, + be as in (48), and let : # 2 be a root independent of \. Then if
A: # h: , we have for x+&: # V+&:
{(x* , A: x+&:)={(x+&: , A:x*)=0 (49)
by (47) and (48). If : # 2 is dependent of \ then we can write :=;+# with
roots ;, # independent of \. Thus, {(x* , A;A#x+&:)={(x* , A#A;x+&:)
=0 by (49), and hence {(x* , A: x+&:)=0, as A:=[A; , A#]. Therefore
{(x* , A:x+&:)=0 for all : # 2, and since V+ is spanned by [A:V+&: | : # 2],
it follows that {=0 which is impossible.
Thus, P has only \=0 as a weight; i.e., each { # P is H-invariant, and
from there it is easy to show that { # 42V*. K
Proof of Theorem 4.14. Let F/FV be an H-structure on the manifold
M where FV  M is the V-valued coframe bundle of M, and denote the
tautological V-valued 1-form on F by %. Suppose that F is equipped with
a torsion free connection, i.e., an h-valued 1-form | on F. Since ,$2 is an
isomorphism, the first and second structure equations read
d%=&| 7 %
(50)
d|=&| 7 |&2(,$2(a)) b (% 7 %),
where a: F  h* is an H-equivariant map. Differentiating (50) and using
that ,"2 is an isomorphism yields the third structure equation for the dif-
ferential of a,
da=&| } a+}(b%), (51)
for some H-equivariant map b: F  V*, where }: V*V  h* is the
natural projection. The multiplication in the first term refers to the coad-
joint action of h on h*. In other words, (51) should be read as
(!Aa)(B)=a([A, B])
(!x a)(B)=b(B } x).
Let us define the map c: F  V*V* by
cp(x, y) :=db(!x)( y)&,2(ap , ap , x, y). (52)
Differentiation of (51) yields
cp(x, Ay)=cp( y, Ax) for all x, y # V and all A # h. (53)
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Then Lemma 4.15 implies that cp # 42V* is H-invariant. Moreover, dif-
ferentiation of (52) implies that !A(c)=0 and (!x c)( y, z)=(!yc)(x, z) for
all A # h and x, y, z # V. Since c is skew-symmetric, it follows that
dc=0;
i.e., cp #{ # 42V* is constant. Thus, the H-equivariance of b and (52) yield
db=&| } b+(a2p + ,2+{) b %, (54)
where + refers to the contraction of a2p # x2 h42V*. In other words,
(54) should be read as
(!Ab)( y)=b(A } y)
(!x b)p ( y)=,2(ap , ap , x, y)+{(x, y).
Let us now define the Poisson structure on W*=h*V* induced by
, :=,2+{, and let ? :=a+b: F  W*. From (51) and (54) it follows that
?
*
(!w)=’w for all w # W, and from there it follows that, at least locally,
the connection is indeed a Poisson connection induced by ,. K
Corollary 4.16. Let H/Sp(V, 0) be one of the representations listed
in Corollary 3.7. Then every torsion free affine connection whose holonomy is
contained in H is locally equivalent to a Poisson connection induced by the
map ,: h*  42V* given by
(,(a), x 7 y) =20(a2x, y)+(2B(a, a)+c) 0(x, y)
for some constant c. Here, we identify h and h* via the H-invariant bilinear
form B on h given by
B(A, x b y)=(Ax, y) for all x, y # V, A # h.
Proof. We define the H-invariant element ,2 # x2 h42V by
,2(h1 , h2 , x, y)=20(x, y) B(h1 , h2)+0((h1 h2+h2h1) x, y).
Since obviously the contraction map ,$2 : h  K(h) coincides with the
isomorphism A [ RA from Theorem 3.6 it follows that ,2 # (P (1)(h))H.
Moreover, it is straightforward to verify that ,"2 : V*  K 1(h) is an iso-
morphism as well. Thus, the statement follows immediately from Theorems
4.13 and 4.14. K
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From this complete characterization, we can now deduce the following
properties.
Corollary 4.17. Let M be a manifold which carries a torsion free
connection whose holonomy is contained in one of the groups H/Sp(V, 0)
from Corollary 3.7. Then the following hold.
(1) The connection is analytic.
(2) The map ? :=a+b: F  W* has constant even rank 2k which we
shall call the rank of the connection. k=0 iff the connection is flat.
(3) ?(F ) is contained in a 2k-dimensional characteristic leaf 7 of the
Poisson structure on W* induced by ,. In particular, ?: F  7 is a submersion
onto its image.
(4) Conversely, every characteristic leaf 7/W can be covered by open
neighborhoods [U:] such that there are Poisson connections with ?(F:)=U: .
(5) The moduli space of torsion free connections with any of the above
holonomies is finite dimensional. Indeed, the 2nd derivative of the curvature
at a single point in M completely determines the connection on all of M.
Proof. (1)(4) follow from the construction of the Poisson connections
and the analyticity of ,, whereas (5) follows from the structure equations
in the proof of Theorem 4.14. K
Of course, (4) is not an optimal statement. One would like to show that
there are connections such that ?(F ) is an entire characteristic leaf. The
difficulty is that, in general, one cannot expect to have a global symplectic
realization ?: S  W*.
Definition 4.1. Let p: F  M be an H-structure on the manifold M
and let % and | denote the tautological and the connection one form on
F, respectively. A vector field X on F is called an infinitesimal connection
symmetry on F if LX %=LX|=0.
A vector field X0 on M is called an infinitesimal connection symmetry on
M if there exists an infinitesimal connection symmetry on F with p
*
(X)=X0 .
Note that LX%=0 implies that X0= p*(X) is a well-defined infinitesimal
connection symmetry on M. Conversely, if X0 is an infinitesimal connection
symmetry on M then there is a unique infinitesimal connection symmetry
X on F with p V (X)=X0 . Thus, the Lie algebras of infinitesimal connec-
tion symmetries on M and on F are isomorphic.
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Corollary 4.19. Let H/Aut(V) be a subgroup satisfying the premises
of Theorem 4.14, let p: F  M be an H-structure on some manifold M with
a torsion free connection, and let ?: F  W* be the symplectic realization.
Then the Lie algebra of infinitesimal Poisson symmetries coincides with the
Lie algebra s of infinitesimal connection symmetries. In particular, dim s=
dim W&2k, where k is the rank of the connection, and s$Cp* where p # ?(F ).
Proof. Let X be an infinitesimal connection symmetry on F. Taking the
Lie derivative of the second equation in (50) yields 0=&2,$2(X(a)) b % 7 %
and hence, ,$2(X(a))=0. By hypothesis, ,$2 is an isomorphism, so that
X(a)=0. Likewise, the Lie derivative of (51) yields 0=}(X(b)%), whence
X(b)=0. Since ?=a+b, we have ?
*
(X)=0 for every infinitesimal connec-
tion symmetry. Thus, if we let V :=[!w | w # W] then Lemma 4.9 implies
the claim. K
Note that in general there may be infinitesimal connection symmetries X
with ?
*
(X){0 which are thus not Poisson symmetries. This happens for
example for Poisson connections induced by ,=0.
5. TWISTOR THEORY OF TORSION FREE CONNECTIONS
In this section, we shall give a brief exposition of a twistor theory which
can be associated to a holomorphic torsion free connection on a complex
manifold M. This twistor theory has been developed by Merkulov in
[Me1, Me2, Me3, Me4]. Throughout this section, we shall work in the
complex category. That is, all manifolds, functions, vector fields, forms,
etc., are understood to be holomorphic. Also, TM and T*M stand for the
holomorphic (co-) tangent bundle of the manifold M.
Definition 5.1. Let Y be a manifold, let D be a codimension-1
distribution on Y, and define the line bundle L by the exact sequence
0  D  TY  L  0. (55)
If the L-valued 2-form % on D given by %(x, y) :=[x, y] mod D is non-
degenerate, then D is called a contact structure on Y, and L is called the
contact line bundle of Y.
A submanifold X/Y is called a contact submanifold if TX/D. If X is a
contact submanifold with dim X=(dim Y&1)2 then X is called a Legendre
submanifold.
Note that from the maximal non-integrability of D it follows that Legendre
submanifolds are contact submanifolds of maximal dimension.
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Given a contact manifold Y and a compact Legendre submanifold X0 /
Y, a natural question is when the moduli space of ‘‘close-by’’ Legendre sub-
manifolds carries the structure of a manifold. To make this more precise,
we need the following definition.
Definition 5.2. Let Y be a contact manifold. An analytic family of
compact Legendre manifolds is a submanifold S/M_Y with some manifold
M such that the restriction ?1 : S  M is a submersion, and Xp :=?2(?&11 ( p))
/Y is a compact Legendre submanifold for all p # M. Here, ?i is the
projection of M_Y onto the i th factor. In this case, we call M a moduli
space of Legendre submanifolds and say that the submanifolds Xp , p # M,
are contained in the analytic family.
S is called maximal (locally maximal, respectively) if for every analytic
family S$/M$_Y with M/M$ and S/S$, it follows that S=S$ and
M=M$ (S open in S$ and M open in M$, respectively).
Then one can show the, following deformation result.
Theorem 5.3 [Me1]. Let Y be a contact manifold with contact line
bundle L  Y, and let X0 /Y be a compact Legendre submanifold. If
H1(X0 , LX0)=0 then there exists a maximal analytic family S/Y_M
containing X0 . Moreover, there is a canonical isomorphism TpM$H0(Xp , LXp),
and hence, dim M=dim H 0(X0 , LX0).
Now, let Y be a contact manifold, X/Y compact Legendre, and assume
that X is homogeneous; i.e., X=GP, where G is a semi-simple Lie group
and P/G a parabolic subgroup. Without loss of generality we assume
that G=Aut(X) is the biholomorphism group of X. Furthermore, suppose
that the restriction LX is very ample. It is well-known that in this case
H1(X, LX)=0.
Consider the moduli space M from Theorem 5.3. Since very ample line
bundles on homogeneous manifolds are stable, it follows that all (Xp , LXp)
are equivalent. Let (X0 , L0) be a reference bundle which is equivalent to all
(Xp , LXp), and define
LXp ww L0
F0 :={@: } p # M, @ a bundle isomorphism= . (56)Xp ww X0
With the canonical projection ?: F0  M, this is a principal bundle with
structure group G0 :=Aut(X0 , L0) of bundle automorphisms of (X0 , L0);
that is, G0$G_C*. Now, we define an inclusion F0 /F, where F is the
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total coframe bundle of M consisting of all isomorphisms of TpM  V,
where V is a fixed vector space. This is done by setting V :=H0(X0 , L0)
and using the correspondence
@ # F0 [ [TpM$H0(Xp , LXp) w
@* V] # F.
Since (X0 , L0) is very ample, this map yields an inclusion, and it is
obviously G0 -equivariant. Thus, its image F0 /F is a G0-structure on M.
Definition 5.4. Let S/M_Y be a maximal analytic family of
compact homogeneous Legendre submanifolds, and suppose that (Xp , LXp)
is very ample for some (and hence for all) p # M. Let G0 :=Aut(Xp , LXp).
Then the G0-structure F0 /F on M constructed above is called the canonical
G0-structure of the moduli space.
We shall now describe how certain G-structures F on a manifold M can be
regarded as reductions of the canonical G0-structure on a Legendre moduli
space. To begin with, let M be a complex manifold, and let ?: T*M  M
be its holomorphic cotangent bundle. We let * denote the Liouville form on
T*M which is given by the equation
*(v%) :=%(?*(v%))
for all v% # (T*M). The 2-form
| :=d*
is non-degenerate and is called the canonical symplectic form on T*M. It
is also easy to verify that
mt**=t* and mt*|=t|,
where mt : T*M  T*M denotes the scalar multiplication by t # C*.
The following is an easy fact relating contact structures to the symplectic
form.
Proposition 5.5. Let Y be a manifold, let D be a codimension-1 distribu-
tion on Y, and let L be the line bundle from (55). Consider the dual embedding
@: L*/T*Y. Then D is a contact structure iff @*| is non-degenerate where
| denotes the canonical symplectic form on T*Y.
Let V be a vector space with dim V=M=: n, and let G/Aut(V) be an
irreducible Lie subgroup. We let C /V*"[0] be the G-orbit of a highest
weight vector of the dual representation, and let C/P(V*) be its projec-
tivization. C is called the sky of G.
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Consider a G-structure F/F on M. Clearly, the cotangent bundle of M
and its projectivization can be expressed as T*M=F_G V* and PT*M=
F_G P(V*). Let
S :=F_G C /T*M"[0],
and
S :=F_G C/PT*M.
Obviously, S is the quotient of S by the natural C*-action. The restriction
|S of | is no longer non-degenerate, and we let N/TS be its annihilator;
i.e.,
N :=[v # TS | v + |S =0].
If we denote the canonical projection by ?: S  M, then it is easy to see
that for all p # M,
N & T?&1( p)=0.
We make the simplifying assumption that dim N is constant. Since |S is
closed, it follows that N is integrable. Thus, restricting to a sufficiently
small open subset of M, we may assume that the set of integral leafs of N
is a manifold Y ; i.e., we have a submersion
+~ : S  Y
such that N is precisely the tangent space of the fibers of +~ .
Let v be a vector field on S with vs /N for all s # S . Then Lv|S =
v + d|S +d(v + |S )=0, and therefore |S can be pushed down to Y via
+~ ; in other words, there is a 2-form |~ on Y with
|S =+~ *(|~ ).
It is obvious that |~ is nondegenerate. Moreover, 0=d|S =+~ *(d|~ ), and
since +~ is a submersion, it follows that d|~ =0; i.e., (Y , |~ ) is a symplectic
manifold.
Since the distribution N is invariant under the natural C*-action on S ,
there is an induced C*-action on Y for which
mt*|~ =t|~ for all t # C*. (57)
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Also, N factors through to an integrable distribution on S=S C*, and if
we denote the leaf space of this distribution by Y then we get a submersion
+: S  Y, and Y is the quotient of Y by the C*-action. We denote the
canonical projection by p: Y  Y.
Let t denote the vector field on Y whose flow induces this C*-action.
Then by (57), Lt|~ =|~ , and since |~ is closed, this implies that
|~ =d* , where * =t + |~ .
Evidently, * (t)=0, and * is nowhere vanishing. Thus, for each y~ # Y ,
there is a unique 1-form 0{*
 y~
# T y*Y where y= p( y~ ), such that p*(* y~
)=
* y~ . Hence, the map @: Y /T*Y"[0] with @( y~ ) :=* y~
is well defined and,
by (57), a C*-equivariant embedding whose image is a C*-subbundle. It is
now evident that * =@**Y where *Y denotes the Liouville 1-form on T*Y,
and thus |~ =@*|Y where |Y is the canonical symplectic form on T*Y. But
since |~ is non-degenerate on Y , Proposition 5.5 implies that the distribu-
tion D on Y which is annihilated by @(Y ) defines a contact structure on Y,
and @(Y )/T*Y"[0] is precisely the dual of the contact line bundle L  Y.
Thus, identifying Y with its image under this inclusion, we get the following
commutative diagram:
S ww
+~
L*"[0]
C* C *
M w S
+
Y
For p # M, we let Sp :=?&1( p)/S. Since N & TSp=0, it follows that
the map ?_+: S  M_Y is an embedding. Moreover, it follows easily
from the construction that Yp :=+(Sp)/Y is a contact submanifold, and
hence, S determines a analytic family of compact contact submanifolds.
Let us now address the question under which circumstances the contact
submanifolds Yp /Y are Legendre. A dimension count yields that this is
the case iff dim N=codim(S/PT*M)=codim(S /T*M). Evidently, we
have the inequality dim Ncodim(S /T*M), as | is non-degenerate on
T*M. Thus, Yp /Y is Legendre iff the dimension of N is maximal. If this
is the case at some point, then by semi-continuity of the rank, this holds
for a neighborhood of that point as well. If dim N is maximal everywhere
then we call the G-structure F non-degenerate.
Proposition 5.6. Let M be a manifold, and let F/F be a non-degenerate
G-structure with irreducible G/Aut(V), and let S/PT*M be as before. Then
the inclusion ?_+: S/M_Y is a locally maximal analytic family of
Legendre submanifolds of Y.
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Moreover, if F0 denotes the canonical G0 -structure of M, then F/F0 , and
F is a reduction of F0 with structure group G/G0 .
Proof. We have already shown that the inclusion ?_+: S/M_Y
yields an analytic family of Legendre submanifolds since F is non-degenerate.
Let u # Fp ; i.e., u: TpM  V is a linear isomorphism. Its dual u*: V* 
T p*M maps C to S p , and hence induces a bundle equivalence (C, O(&1)C )
 (S p  Sp) where O(&1)C is the restriction of the tautological line
bundle on P(V*) to C. Combining this with the isomorphism (+, +~ ): (S p  Sp)
 (Yp , L*Yp ) we obtain an equivalence (C, O(&1)C )  (Yp , L*Yp), and
hence the dual map yields an bundle equivalence
}(u): (Yp , LYp)  (C, O(1)C ). (58)
This implies, in particular, that LYp is very ample for all p # M and
H1(Yp , LYp)=0 and dim H
0(Yp , LYp)=dim V=dim M. Thus, by Theorem 5.3
it follows that M is of the same dimension as the moduli space of the
maximal analytic Legendre family, and hence, M is locally maximal.
Moreover, }(u) # F0 for all u # F with the canonical G0 -structure F0 from
(56), with reference bundle (X0 , L0) :=(C, O(1)C ). Also, } is clearly G-equi-
variant, and hence the map
}: F  F0
is an embedding whose image is a G-reduction of F0 . K
It may seem at first glance that we lose some information when passing
from a non-degenerate G-structure F on M to the G0-structure F0 . However,
to see that not much information is lost, we cite the following result.
Theorem 5.7 [St]. Let Gs /GL(n, C) be an irreducible simple subgroup,
and let C be the sky of Gs . Then Gs=Aut(C), unless Gs is one of the following
subgroups:
1. GC2 /GL(7, C), in which case Aut(C)=SO(7, C),
2. Spin(2n+1, C)/GL(2+2n+2 , C), in which case Aut(C)=Spin(2n+2, C).
3. G=Sp(n, C)/GL(2n, C), in which case Aut(C)=SL(2n, C).
Now G0=Aut(C, O(1)C )$Aut(C)_C*, and Aut(C)=Gs and hence
G0=Gs_C* in almost all cases. Therefore, the only times when F{F0 are
when the semi-simple part Gs of G is one of the exceptions listed in
Theorem 5.7, or when G is semi-simple, in which case F0 is the conformal
extension of F.
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The reason we are particularly interested in this twistor description of
non-degenerate G-structures is the following:
Theorem 5.8. Every torsion free G-structure F on M with irreducible
G/GL(n, C) is non-degenerate, and thus M can be realized as a locally
maximal analytic family of compact homogeneous Legendre submanifolds of
a contact manifold Y.
This will follow from the next result.
Proposition 5.9. Let M be a manifold, let F/F be a G-structure with
irreducible G/Aut(V), and let S /T*M be as before. Then F is non-
degenerate iff S is Poisson, in the sense that [ f, g]| S =0 for all (local )
functions f, g on T*M with f |S = g| S =0.
If F is torsion free then F is non-degenerate. Moreover, in this case the
distribution N is contained in the horizontal distribution.
Proof. We choose a local coordinate system p=( p1 , ..., pn) on M. Then
we have the natural coordinates ( p, q)=( p1 , ..., pn , q1 , ..., qn) on T*M,
where qi corresponds to the form dpi . In these coordinates, the canonical
symplectic form is given by
|=:
i
dpi 7 dqi .
Since S p /T p*M is algebraic, we can describe S /T*M by the equations
fr( p, q)=0, r=1, ..., d,
where the fr are homogeneous polynomials in q, i.e. fr( p, cq)=cdr f ( p, q) for
some integers dr . Then for each v # N, we have v + | # span[dfr], and
therefore,
N/{:i
fr
pi

qi
&
fr
qi

p i } r=1, ..., d= .
Thus, dim N=codim(S /T*M)=d iff this inclusion is an equality, i.e., iff
the right hand side above is tangent to S , iff
[ fr , fs]=:
i
fr
p i
fs
q i
&
fr
q i
fs
pi
=0 for all r, s.
This means precisely that S /T*M is Poisson.
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Now, suppose that F carries a torsion free connection, and let H{ be the
horizontal distribution on T*M. Then H{ is spanned by the vector fields
H{=span { pi &:j, k 1
k
ijqk

qj } i=1, ..., n= ,
where 1 kij are the Christoffel symbols of {. Since S is parallel w.r.t. any
connection on F, it follows that H{ is tangent to S ; i.e.,
fr
pi
=:
j, k
1 kij qk
fr
qj
for all i, r.
Therefore,
[ fr , fs]=:
i
fr
p i
fs
qi
&
fr
qi
fs
pi
= :
i, j, k
1 kijqk
fr
q j
fs
q i
&1 kijqk
fr
q i
fs
qj
= :
i, j, k
(1 kij&1
k
ji) qk
fr
q j
fs
qi
=0,
since { is torsion free and hence 1 kij=1
k
ji .
Finally, observe that
:
i
fr
pi

qi
&
fr
qi

pi
=:
i \:j, k 1
k
ij
fr
qj

qi
&
fr
qi

pi +
=:
i
fr
qi \:j, k 1
k
jiqk

q j
&

pi+ # H{ ,
since 1 kij=1
k
ji , and hence, N/H{ . K
We conclude this summary by explaining the relation of the Spencer
cohomology of irreducible representations and the cohomologies of certain
homogeneous vector bundles over their sky.
Let X be a compact complex homogeneous manifold, and let L  X be
a very ample line bundle. This means that for each p # X, the subspace of
V :=H0(X, L) consisting of all sections vanishing at p is a hyperplane, and
the associated map X/P(V*) is an embedding. Thus, L  X is the
restriction of the tautological line bundle O(&1)  P(V*).
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Let G be the automorphism group of (X, L). Then G acts on V=
H0(X, L) and the homogeneity of X implies that this action is irreducible.
Lemma 5.10. The Lie algebra g of G is isomorphic to H0(X, LN*)
where N :=J1L is the first jet bundle of L. In fact, there is an exact sequence
of Lie algebras
0  C  H0(X, LN*)  H 0(X, TX)  0, (59)
where the last term is the Lie algebra of the biholomorphism group of X.
Proof. The first jet, N :=J1L, is determined by the exact sequence
0  T*XL  N  L  0. (60)
Taking the tensor product of the dual of (60) with L yields
0  C  LN*  TX  0,
and (59) is the beginning of its long exact sequence. Note that the kernel
of the homomorphism Aut(X, L)  Aut(X) consists of global non-vanish-
ing functions on X, and since X is compact, we have a sequence
0  C*  G  Aut(X)  0.
Since Aut(X) is semi-simple, there are no non-trivial extensions, whence
this sequence splits and therefore, g$CH0(X, TX)$H0(X, LN*) as
claimed. K
Theorem 5.11 [Me1]. Let L  X be a very ample line bundle over a
compact homogeneous complex manifold X and let g :=H0(X, LN*)/
End(V) where V :=H0(X, L) as in Lemma 5.10. Then the following hold.
1. g(k)$H0(X, Lxk+1 N*) for all k0.
2. There is an exact sequence of g-modules
0  Hk, 2(g)  H 1(X, Lxk+2 N*)  H 1(X, Lxk+1 N*)V*.
Proof. Since L is very ample there is a exact sequence of sheaves V
OX  N  0 whose dual yields an embedding
0  N*  V*OX .
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Thus, symmetrization induces maps xk N*4nV*  xk&1 N*4n+1V*.
Moreover, since all sheaves involved are locally free, these maps form exact
sequences
0  xk N*  xk&1 N*V*  xk&2 N*042V*  } } }
 N*x4k&1V*  4kV*  0. (61)
Tensoring (61) with L, the beginning of the associated long exact sequence
yields
0  H0(X, L xk N*)  H 0(X, Lxk&1 N*)V*
 H0(X, L xk&2 N*)42V*,
and the first assertion follows from the inductive definition of the prolonga-
tion from (7).
Next, we define the sheaves Ek from (61) by requiring the following
sequences to be exact:
0  Lxk N*  L xk&1 N*V* Ek 0,
0 Ek Lxk&2 N*42V*  L xk&3 N*43V*.
The long exact sequence associated to these sequences and the first part
of the theorem induces exact sequences
0  g(k&1)  g (k&2) V*  H 0(X, Ek)  H 1(X, Lxk N*)
 H1(X, L xk&1 N*)V*,
and
0  H0(X, Ek)  g(k&3)42V*  g(k&4) 43V*.
It is easy to verify that the maps g(k&1)  g (k&2) V* and g(k&3)42V*
 g(k&4) 43V* in these sequences are the boundary maps of the Spencer
complex, whence the assertion follows. K
The main application of this theory to the holonomy problem is the
following
Corollary 5.12. Let h/End(V) be an irreducible complex Lie sub-
algebra, let X/P(V*) be the sky of h and L  X the restriction of the
tautological bundle. If h(1){0, i.e., if h is not one of the entries of Table IV,
then h is a Berger subalgebra iff the kernel of the map
H1(X, Lx3 N*)  H 1(X, Lx2 N*)V* (62)
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is non-trivial. If h is a non-symmetric Berger algebra then the dimension of
this kernel must be at least 2.
Proof. Using the exact sequence (8), we see that K(h)$H1, 2(h) if
h(1)=0. Thus, K(h) is the kernel of (62) by Theorem 5.11, and the assertion
follows immediately from the definition and Lemma 2.3. K
This corollary turns out to be an important tool in the discussion of
irreducible complex Berger algebras. In fact, it was this result which was
responsible for the discovery of the Berger algebras corresponding to the
quaternionic symmetric spaces in Theorem 1.1 [CMS1, CMS2, MeSc1]. It
also provides an efficient way of computing the curvature spaces K(h) for
a given Lie algebra h/End(V) (cf. Proposition 3.8).
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